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In this article we propose an extension of term rewriting techniques to automate the
deduction in monotone pre-order theories. To prove an inclusion a µ b from a given
set I of them, we generate from I, using a completion procedure, a bi-rewrite system
hRµ; R¶i, that is, a pair of rewrite relations ¡¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡¡!R¶ , and seek a common
term c such that a ¡¡¡!⁄Rµ c and b ¡¡¡!
⁄
R¶ c. Each component of the bi-rewrite system ¡¡¡!Rµ
and ¡¡¡!R¶ is allowed to be a subset of the corresponding inclusion relation µ or ¶
deflned by the theory of I. In order to assure the decidability and completeness of
such proof procedure we study the termination and commutation of ¡¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡¡!R¶ .
The proof of the commutation property is based on a critical pair lemma, using an
extended deflnition of critical pair. We also extend the existing techniques of rewriting
modulo equalities to bi-rewriting modulo a set of inclusions. Although we center our
attention on the completion process µa la Knuth{Bendix, the same notion of extended
critical pairs is suitable to be applied to the so-called unfailing completion procedures.
The completion process is illustrated by means of an example corresponding to the
theory of the union operator. We show that con°uence of extended critical pairs may
be ensured adding rule schemes. Such rule schemes contain variables denoting schemes
of expressions, instead of expressions. We propose the use of the linear second-order
typed ‚-calculus to codify these expression schemes. Although the general second-order
uniflcation problem is only semi-decidable, the second-order uniflcation problems we
need to solve during the completion process are decidable.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Rewrite systems are usually associated with rewriting on equivalence classes of terms,
deflned by a set of equations. However, term rewriting techniques may be used to compute
other relations than congruence. Particularly interesting are non-symmetric relations like
pre-orders. In this article we will show the applicability of rewrite techniques to monotonic
pre-order relations on terms, that is the deduction of inequalities|here we call them
inclusions|from a given set of them.
y This work was partially supported by the project DISCOR (TIC 94-0847-C02-01) funded by the
CICYT.
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R¶=
‰
X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
X [ Y ¡¡!¶ Y
Figure 1. A graphical representation of the bi-rewrite algorithm.
The idea of applying rewrite techniques to the deduction of inclusions between terms,
like a µ b, is very simple. We compute by repeatedly replacing both (i) subterms of a by
\bigger" terms using the axioms and (ii) subterms of b by \smaller" terms using the same
axioms until a path is found between a and b. Evidently there are many paths starting
from a in the direction ¡¡!µ and from b in the direction ¡¡!¶ (see Figure 1). Many
of them are blind alleys and others are not terminating. It is essential that the search
procedure avoids inflnite sequences of rewrite steps with inflnitely many difierent terms
(inflnite paths due to cycles can be avoided if we control the introduction of repeated
terms). Obviously inflnitely many difierent rewrite steps would prevent the termination
of the procedure. The solution to non-termination is, as in term rewriting systems, to
orient the axioms using a well founded ordering on terms. Because the relation is non-
symmetric, the orientation results in a pair of rewrite systems hRµ; R¶i, i.e. we get
what we call a bi-rewrite system. We introduce the deflnitions of Church{Rosser and
quasi-terminating bi-rewrite system in order to assure the soundness, completeness and
termination of the search procedure. That is, given a set of axioms, if we can orient and
complete them obtaining a quasi-terminating and Church{Rosser bi-rewrite system, then
we will have a decision algorithm to test a µ b.
Most of the notions of rewriting developed for the equational case can be extended to
bi-rewriting and the development of the article follows the same pattern as equational
rewriting: the Church{Rosser property is proved by means of a critical pair lemma, and
we use a completion process to ensure the con°uence of the critical pairs (Knuth and
Bendix, 1970; Huet, 1980; Klop, 1987; Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990). However, there
are also some difierences. Equational rewriting is in essence a theory of normal forms,
while bi-rewriting disregards this notion. Bi-rewriting can also be seen as a generalization
of equational rewriting: equations can be translated to pairs of inclusions and then we can
reproduce the equational case. One of the costs of this generalization is that bi-rewriting
is based on a search procedure, which is avoided in canonical rewrite systems thanks
to the existence of unique normal forms. Another cost is that now critical pairs must
be computed considering variable overlapping, producing possibly an inflnite number of
them, which are represented as critical pair schemes.
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2. Inclusions and Bi-rewrite Systems
If nothing is said, we follow the notation and the standard deflnitions used in Huet
(1980), Klop (1987) and Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990). We are concerned with flrst-
order terms T (F ;X ) over a non-empty signature F = S
n2NFn of function symbols, and
a denumerable set X of variablesy. The set of variables of a term t is denoted by FV(t).
A position p is a sequence of positive integers. Given two positions, p1 ¢ p2 denotes
their concatenation. We write p1 ` p2 when p1 is a preflx of p2 and p1jp2 when they
are disjoint. The occurrence of a subexpression at a position p of a term t is denoted
by tjp. The expression t[u]p denotes the result of replacing in t the occurrence of tjp
by u. A context F [¢]p is an expression with a hole [¢] at a distinguished position pz. A
substitution ¾ = [X1 7! t1; : : : ; Xn 7! tn] is a mapping from a flnite set fX1; : : : ; Xng µ
X of variables to T (F ;X ), extended as a morphism to T (F ;X ) ! T (F ;X ). The set
Dom(¾) def= fX1 ; : : : ;Xng is called the domain of the substitution.
We use the relational logic notation (de Kogel, 1992; Ba˜umer, 1992) to present the
abstract bi-rewriting properties. The inverse of the relation R is denoted by R¡1, its
re°exive{transitive closure by R⁄, the transitive composition by R1–R2, the union by
R1[R2, and the intersection by R1\R2. R+ is used as shorthand for R–R⁄. A relation R
is said to be terminating if R+ is a well-founded ordering, quasi-terminating if the set
fu j tR⁄ ug is flnite for any value t; and flnitely branching if fu j tR ug is flnite for
any t. A binary relation R on terms is said to be closed under substitutions if tR u
implies ¾(t)R¾(u), for any substitution ¾ and pair of terms t and u; monotonic if tR u
implies F [t]pRF [u]p, for any context F [¢]p; and a rewrite relation if it is closed under
substitutions and monotonic. We denote by ¡¡!R the rewrite relation deflned by the set
of rules Rx. Notation ¡ˆ¡R is shorthand for (¡¡!R )¡1.
An inclusion is a pair of terms s; t 2 T (F ;X ) written s µ t. Given a flnite set of
inclusions Ax and a pair of terms s and t, we say that s µAx t ifi Ax ‘POL s µ t,
where POL stands for Pre-Order Logic and ‘POL is the entailment relation deflned by the
following inference rules
¢; s µ t ‘POL s µ t ¢ ‘POL s µ s
¢ ‘POL s µ t ¢ ‘POL t µ u
¢ ‘POL s µ u
¢ ‘POL s µ t
¢ ‘POL ¾(s) µ ¾(t)
¢ ‘POL s µ t
¢ ‘POL u[s]p µ u[t]p
where ¾ is a substitution, p a position in u, i.e. u[¢]p is a context, and ¢ is a flnite set of
inclusions.
Meseguer (1990, 1992) has studied the logic of conditional inequalities widely, which
he names rewriting logic, and its models.
y As we will see later, in most cases we also require the flniteness of F . We suppose that Fn are disjoint
sets. The set T (F ;X ) is deflned as the smallest set containing X such that if f 2 Fn and ti 2 T (F ;X )
for i = 1; : : : ; n then f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 T (F ;X ).
z We write p1 ` p2 when there exists a sequence q such that p2 = p1 ¢ q, and p1jp2 when p1 6` p2
and p2 6` p1. If p is an empty sequence then tjp is deflned by tjhi def= t otherwise it is deflned
inductively by f(t1; : : : ; tn)jhi1;i2;:::;iri
def
= ti1 jhi2;:::;iri. If p is the empty sequence then t[u]hi
def
= u, oth-
erwise f(t1; : : : ; tn)[u]hi1;:::;imi
def
= f(t1; : : : ; ti1 [u]hi2;:::;imi; : : : ; tn).x The minimal rewrite relation satisfying s ¡¡¡!R t for any rule s! t 2 R.
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Ax =
(
X [X µ X
X µ X [ Y
Y µ X [ Y
Rµ= f r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
R¶=
‰
r2 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
r3 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ Y
Figure 2. Orientation of the inclusion theory of the union.
The set of inclusions s µ t that can be inferred from Ax using ‘POL forms an inclusion
theory, noted by Th(Ax). Notice that, in flrst-order logic, Th(Ax) is a denumerable set
and the deduction problem Ax ‘POL s µ t is semi-decidable. In the following we will
propose su–cient conditions to have a decision algorithm for Ax ‘POL s µ t based on
rewrite techniques.
Given an inclusion s µ t of Ax, we can orient it obtaining either a term rewriting rule
s¡¡!µ t or a rule t¡¡!¶ s. Thus, the orientation, for rewriting purposes, of a flnite set of
inclusions Ax results in two sets of rewrite rules, Rµ with rules like s¡¡!µ t and R¶ with
rules like s¡¡!¶ t. The pair hRµ; R¶i is called a bi-rewrite system.
Definition 2.1. A (term) bi-rewriting system is a pair hRµ; R¶i of flnite sets of
(term) rewriting rules
Rµ = fs1 ¡¡!µ t1; : : : ; sn ¡¡!µ tng
R¶ = fu1 ¡¡!¶ v1; : : : ; um ¡¡!¶ vmg:
Given a bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i, its corresponding inclusion theory is deflned
by the set of axioms Ax = fs µ t j s¡¡!µ t 2 Rµ _ t¡¡!¶ s 2 R¶g.
The orientation criteria is based, as in rewrite systems, on a well-founded ordering on
terms (noted as ´) (Dershowitz, 1987). In this section we suppose that each inclusion
s µ t in Ax may be oriented, putting either s¡¡!µ t in Rµ if s ´ t, or t¡¡!¶ s in R¶ if
t ´ s. In the next section we will consider the case of inclusions which cannot be oriented
because s 6´ t and t 6´ s. For example, inclusions deflning the inclusion theory of the
union may be oriented using a simpliflcation ordering as it is shown in Figure 2.
Given a bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i the monotonic and substitution closure of each
one of its components Rµ and R¶ results in a pair of rewrite relations, noted by ¡¡!Rµ
and ¡¡!R¶ respectively, deflned as follows.
Definition 2.2. We say that s R-rewrites to t, written s¡¡!R [p;¾;l!r]t, or simply
s¡¡!R t when there is no confusion, if there exists a rule l¡¡! r 2 R, a position p in s,
and a substitution ¾, such that sjp = ¾(l) and t = s[¾(r)]p.
If sjp = ¾(l) then we say that sjp and l match. Notice that if FV(r) µ FV(l) then the
substitution ¾ in the previous deflnition, with its domain restricted to Dom(¾) µ FV(l),
is unique.
A variant of the theorem of Birkhofi (1935) allows us to prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Given a bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i and its corresponding inclusion the-
ory Ax, for any pair of terms s, t we have s (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ t if, and only if, Ax ‘POL s µ t.
However, the relation (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ is in general not computable, i.e. given two terms
s and t there does not exist a decision algorithm for s (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ t. We are interested
in reducing the previous relation into the subrelation ¡¡!⁄Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ , which we will show is
computable.
Based on the bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i a deduction procedure for its corresponding
inclusion theory Th(Ax) can be easily deflned (see Figure 1). To prove Ax ‘POL s µ t the
procedure enumerates recursively the nodes of two trees T1 and T2, deflned by rootT1 = s,
rootT2 = t, branchT1(s1) = fs2 j s1 ¡¡!Rµ s2g and branchT2(t1) = ft2 j t1 ¡¡!R¶ t2g, avoiding
repeated nodes. If the procedure flnds a common node in both trees then it stops and
answers true, otherwise if both sets of nodes are flnite then it stops and answers false or
else it does not stop.
Notice that the nodes of both trees are always recursively enumerable, although the
trees may be inflnitely branching. We say that a tree is inflnitely branching if it contains
a node with inflnitely many branches.
The following deflnition states su–cient conditions for the soundness and completeness,
and for the termination of this procedure. Notice that the soundness and completeness
properties are based on the equivalence of the relation ¡¡!⁄Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ computed by the
algorithm and the relation (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ implementing the inclusion relation deflned
by the theory. The termination property is based on the flniteness of both search trees.
Definition 2.4. A bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i is said to be
(i) terminating ifi (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ )⁄ is a well-founded ordering;
(ii) quasi-terminating or globally flnite ifi the sets fu j t¡¡!⁄Rµ ug and fv j t¡¡!
⁄
R¶ vg
are both flnite for any term t; and
(iii) Church{Rosser ifi (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ µ ¡¡!
⁄
Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ .
In previous versions of this work (Levy and Agust¶‡, 1993; Levy, 1994), a bi-rewrite
system hRµ; R¶i was said to be terminating ifi both ¡¡!⁄Rµ and ¡¡!
⁄
R¶ were well-founded
orderings. This is a weaker condition and clearly it is not enough to prove the equiva-
lence between the Church{Rosser and the local bi-con°uence properties. This error was
communicated to the authors by Professor Harald Ganzinger.
We can prove the following results for the decision procedure based on a bi-rewrite
system, and the Ax ‘POL t µ u deduction problem of its corresponding inclusion theory.
Lemma 2.5. If the bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i is Church{Rosser then the decision pro-
cedure based on it is sound and complete, i.e. Ax ‘POL t µ u holds if, and only if, the
procedure terminates and answers true.
If the bi-rewrite system is Church{Rosser and quasi-terminating then the decision pro-
cedure is sound, complete and terminates, therefore the satisflability problem is decidable.
We only need to require the quasi-termination property of the bi-rewrite system|which
is (strictly) weaker than the termination property|in order to prove the termination of
the procedure; whereas in the equational case, the termination property of the rewrite
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system is needed to prove the termination of a procedure based on the computation of
the normal form.
Lemma 2.6. Any terminating term bi-rewriting system is quasi-terminating.
Proof. If (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ )⁄ is terminating then both ¡¡!
⁄
Rµ and ¡¡!
⁄
R¶ are terminating,
and the problem is reduced to prove that any terminating term rewrite system is quasi-
terminating.
First we prove that any terminating term rewriting relation is flnitely branching. If
¡¡!R is terminating then any rewrite rule l¡¡! r in R satisfles FV(r) µ FV(l). Now, to
rewrite a term we have flnitely many ways to select a rule l¡¡! r and a subterm tjp. Once
we have flxed them, if it exists, there is a unique substitution satisfying Dom(¾) µ FV(l)
and tjp = ¾(l). Finally, if FV(r) µ FV(l), such substitution determines the result of
the rewrite step. Second to prove that any flnitely branching and terminating relation is
quasi-terminating is a straightforward application of the Koenig’s lemma. 2
In order to test automatically the Church{Rosser property we extend the standard pro-
cedure used in term rewriting to bi-rewriting. So we reduce the Church{Rosser property
to three simpler properties, namely bi-con°uence (or commutativity), local bi-con°uence
and critical pair bi-con°uence.
Definition 2.7. A bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i is said to be
(i) bi-con°uent ifi ¡ˆ¡⁄R¶ –¡¡!
⁄
Rµ µ ¡¡!
⁄
Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ ;
(ii) locally bi-con°uent ifi ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡!Rµ µ ¡¡!
⁄
Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ .
A pair of terms hs; ti is said to be bi-con°uent ifi s¡¡!⁄Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ t.
A variant of the Newman’s Lemma (Newman, 1942; Huet, 1980) proves the following
result for bi-rewrite systems. In fact the statement is implied by Lemma 1.2 in Bachmair
and Dershowitz (1986).
Lemma 2.8. A terminating bi-rewrite system is Church{Rosser ifi it is locally bi-con°u-
ent.
Proof. The only if implication is trivially proved since ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡!Rµ µ (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄.
The proof for the if implication is done by noetherian induction.
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We prove that property
P (t) def= 8u; v:u ¡ˆ¡⁄R¶ t¡¡!
⁄
Rµ v ) u¡¡!
⁄
Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ v
holds for any term t by noetherian induc-
tion, using the well-founded ordering (¡¡!R¶ [
¡¡!Rµ )+.
The base cases t = u or t = v are triv-
ially satisfled. The induction case follows di-
rectly from the induction hypothesis P (u0)
and P (v0) using the diagram on the left.
2
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Notice that in the previous lemma we require the union of both rewrite relations to
be well-founded, and it is not su–cient if both relations are well-founded separately.
The following counter-example was communicated to the authors by Professor Harald
Ganzinger to show this fact. This counter-example invalidates the corresponding previous
results in Levy and Agust¶‡ (1993), and Levy (1994). The bi-rewrite system deflned by
Rµ = fb¡¡!µ c; c¡¡!µ dg and R¶ = fc¡¡!¶ b; b¡¡!¶ ag is locally bi-con°uent and both
rewrite relations ¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡!R¶ are terminating, not their union. However, the bi-rewrite
system is not Church{Rosser.
A simple adaptation of the standard critical pair deflnition (Knuth and Bendix, 1970)
can be given for bi-rewrite systems. However, as we will see, it is not su–cient to prove
the critical pair lemma. This simple deflnition of critical pair arises from the most general
non-variable overlap between the left-hand side of a rule in Rµ and a sub-term of the
left-hand side of a rule in R¶, (or vice versa). Given a pair of rules l¡¡!µ r and s¡¡!¶ t,
a position p of a non-variable subterm of s, and the most general unifler ¾ of l and sjp,
the pair ¾(t) µ ¾(s[r]p) is a (standard) critical pair between Rµ and R¶; and similarly
for critical pairs between R¶ and Rµ.
Unfortunately, in the presence of non-left-linear rulesy, the critical pair lemma stated in
terms of such standard critical pairs cannot be proved because the con°uence of variable
overlaps is no longer possible. The same fact has already been discussed in (Bachmair,
1991). Here is a simple counter-example to the validity of this lemma.
Counter-example 2.9. The following bi-rewrite system
Rµ =
'
f(X;X)¡¡!µ X“ R¶ = 'a¡¡!¶ b“
is terminating and has no standard critical pairs, however the divergence
f(a; b) ¡ˆ¡R¶ f(a; a)¡¡!Rµ a
does not satisfy the Church{Rosser property (the pair f(a; b) µ a is not bi-con°uent).
This problem would be avoided if a¡¡!µ b 2 Rµ, but then the inclusion theory corre-
sponding to the bi-rewrite system would be difierent.
Non-left-linear rules also invalidate the bi-rewrite parallel of Toyama’s theorem (Toyama,
1987) as the following counter-example shows.
Counter-example 2.10. The following bi-rewrite system
Rµ =
8<:X [X ¡¡!
µ X
X [ Y ¡¡!µ Y [X
X [ (Y [ Z)¡¡!µ (X [ Y ) [ Z
R¶ =
‰
X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
X [ Y ¡¡!¶ Y
is Church{Rosser and quasi-terminating, if we consider a signature containing only con-
stants and the binary union operator, i.e. F2 = f[g and Fi = ; for i 62 f0; 2g. However,
if we introduce a new 1-ary symbol in the signature f 2 F1 then we have the following
divergence which is not bi-con°uent.
f(X) [ f(Y ) ¡ˆ¡R¶ f(X) [ f(X [ Y ) ¡ˆ¡R¶ f(X [ Y ) [ f(X [ Y )¡¡!Rµ f(X [ Y ):
y A rule l ¡¡¡! r is left- (right-) linear ifi any variable in l (in r) occurs at most once in l (in r).
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This means that many properties of bi-rewrite systems depend not only on the axioms
of the theory but also on the signature.
Using the standard deflnition of critical pairs, the critical pair lemma is only true for
left-linear systems: a terminating and left-linear bi-rewrite system is Church{Rosser ifi
all standard critical pairs are bi-con°uent. In order to keep this lemma for non-left-linear
bi-rewrite systems, we have to enlarge the set of critical pairs to be considered as follows.
Definition 2.11. If l¡¡!µ r 2 Rµ and s¡¡!¶ t 2 R¶ are two rewrite rules (with vari-
ables distinct) and p a position in s, then
(i) if sjp is a non-variable subterm and ¾ is the most general unifler of sjp and l then
¾(t) µ ¾(s[r]p)
is a (standard) critical pair of ECP (Rµ; R¶)
(ii) if sjp = x is a repeated variable in s, F is a term not sharing variables with s¡¡!¶ t
such that F jq = l, and l¡¡!⁄R¶ r does not holdy, then
t[x 7! F ] µ ¡s[x 7! F ]¢[r]p¢q
is an (extended) critical pair of ECP (Rµ; R¶).
Similarly for critical pairs between R¶ and Rµ, written ECP (R¶; Rµ).
The set of (extended) critical pairs of the previous deflnition is in general inflnite,
t[x 7! F ] µ ¡s[x 7! F ]¢[r]p¢q is really a critical pair scheme because we do not impose
any restriction on the context F [¢]q (notice that the only condition imposed to F is
F jq = l). In Section 4 we will see an example where we use such schemes. So the critical
pair lemma even if true with this deflnition of critical pairs, will be of little practical help
to test bi-con°uence. Then the conditions of bi-con°uence have to be studied in each case
taking into account the particular shape of the non-left-linear rules. In Section 6 we face
the problem of testing bi-con°uence automatically by codifying extended critical pairs
using the linear second-order typed ‚-calculus.
Theorem 2.12. (Extended Critical Pair Lemma) A terminating bi-rewrite system
hRµ; R¶i is Church{Rosser ifi any (standard or extended) critical pair s µ t in ECP (Rµ;
R¶) or s ¶ t in ECP (R¶; Rµ) is bi-con°uent, i.e. it satisfles s¡¡!⁄Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ t.
Proof. For the if part, see the proof of Theorem 3.12, which states a more general
result, taking Iµ = ;. For the only if part, extended critical pairs are sound deductions,
therefore if s µ t is an extended critical pair, then s (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ t holds. Now, if the
bi-rewrite system is Church{Rosser, then s¡¡!⁄Rµ – ¡ˆ¡
⁄
R¶ t. 2
This theorem, Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.12 could be considered as instances of the
general critical pair theorem proved by Geser in his thesis (Geser, 1990). Nevertheless,
we think it is worthy to face the critical pair problem directly for our case.
The extended critical pair theorem generalizes the critical pair lemma (Knuth and
y If this condition is satisfled then we can make the pair resulting from the variable overlapping
con°uent like in the equational case.
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Bendix, 1970) for bi-rewrite systems. However, we require the bi-con°uence of not only
the standard critical pairs, but also of the extended critical pairs. Nevertheless, if all
rules come from the translation of an equational theory E, then any equation a = b with
a ´ b results in two bi-rewrite rules a¡¡!µ b in Rµ and a¡¡!¶ b in R¶ and both bi-rewrite
relations ¡¡!Rµ = ¡¡!R¶ are equal. Then we only obtain standard critical pairs because
the condition l¡¡!⁄R¶ r in the Deflnition 2.11 of extended critical pair is always satisfled.
So we recover the old results for the equational case.
3. Bi-rewriting Modulo a Set of Inclusions
Like in equational rewriting, in bi-rewriting it is not always possible to orient all
inclusions of a theory presentation in two terminating rewrite relations, as was assumed
in the previous section. Frequently enough, we must handle three rewrite relations, the
terminating relations ¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡!R¶ resulting from the inclusionsRµ and R¶ oriented to
the right and to the left respectively, and the non-terminating relation ¡ˆ¡!Iµ resulting
from the non-oriented inclusions I. Then we say to have a hRµ; R¶i bi-rewrite system
modulo I. Although we use the word modulo, it does not mean that ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ is a congruence,
it is a non-symmetric relation (monotonic pre-order). Figure 3 shows an example of
these bi-rewrite systems. The inverse of the relation ¡ˆ¡!Iµ is noted ¡ˆ¡!I¶ . The Birkhofi’s
theorem is stated then as Ax ‘POL t µ u ifi t (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ u.
3.1. from Church{Rosser to local bi-confluence
The simplest way to have a complete and decidable proof procedure based on the
hRµ; R¶i bi-rewrite system modulo I is reducing it to the bi-rewrite system hRµ [
I;R¶ [ Ii and, using the results of the previous section, requiring of it the following
properties:
(i) The relations ¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ and ¡¡!R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ are both quasi-terminating, and
(ii) they satisfy the (weak) Church{Rosser property
(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ µ (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄–( ¡ˆ¡R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄:
However, as we have seen in the previous section the quasi-termination of ¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ
and ¡¡!R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ is not enough to reduce the (weak) Church{Rosser property to the
local bi-con°uence property ( ¡ˆ¡R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )–(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ ) µ (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄–( ¡ˆ¡R¶ [
¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄ using Lemma 2.8. To do this we would need the termination of ¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [¡¡!R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ , which never holds, because the relation ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ is cycling. The solution
to this problem comes from requiring the termination of ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ . Using
this termination property, the weak Church{Rosser property can be reduced to a local bi-
con°uence property.
Lemma 3.1. If the relation ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ is terminating, then the following
properties
(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ µ (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄–( ¡ˆ¡R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ )⁄ (weak) Church{Rosser
¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ µ ( ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ )⁄– ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –( ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ )
⁄ (weak) local bi-con°uence
are equivalent.
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Proof. Using the equalities (A[B)⁄ = (A⁄–B)⁄–A⁄ = A⁄–(B–A⁄)⁄ we prove that right-
hand sides of both inclusions are equal. Now ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ µ (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄
shows that Church{Rosser implies local bi-con°uence.
For the converse we use (A[B)⁄ µ A⁄–B⁄ , B⁄–A⁄ µ A⁄–B⁄ to prove the equivalence
between the Church{Rosser property and the following one.
¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –( ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ )
⁄–( ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ )⁄– ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ µ ( ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ )⁄– ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –( ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ )
⁄:
Now, if ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ is terminating we can prove by noetherian induction
that this property is equivalent to the local bi-con°uence property.
The base cases ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –( ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ )
n–( ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ )m– ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ with n = 0 or m = 0 triv-
ially hold.
The following diagram shows a sketch of the proof for n > 0 and m > 0.
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If ¡ˆ¡!Iµ is symmetric ( ¡ˆ¡!Iµ = ¡ˆ¡!I¶ ) the above termination property becomes similar
to the termination property required in rewriting modulo a set of equations (Bachmair
and Dershowitz, 1989). That is, ¡ˆ¡!Iµ symmetric means we can deflne equivalence classes
([s]
I
¡¡!R [t]I ifi s ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡!R – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I t) and, the termination of ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ is
ensured by the existence of a well-founded I-compatible quasi-ordering, i.e. by the exis-
tence of a well-founded, re°exive and transitive relation ” satisfying ¡¡!Rµ µ´, ¡¡!R¶ µ´
and ¡ˆ¡!Iµ = ¡ˆ¡!I¶ µ…, where the equivalence relation … is the intersection of ” and „
and the strict ordering ´ is the difierence of ” and …. The quasi-termination property
of ¡ˆ¡!Iµ means that each ¡ˆ¡!Iµ -class of equivalence is flnite.
However, as in the equational case, rewriting by ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡!R is ine–cient, and the local
commutativity of ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ and ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ cannot be reduced to the bi-con°uence of
a flnite set of critical pairs. Therefore we will approximate them by two weaker, but
more practical rewrite relations, namely I n Rµ and I n R¶ respectively by similarity
to the corresponding equational deflnitions. Notice that although we use the notation
¡¡!InR , it does not mean that this relation is the monotonic and substitution closure of
a set of rules. In the following, we prove the abstract properties of these relations. We
will suppose that they satisfy:
¡¡!Rµ µ ¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ
¡¡!R¶ µ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ µ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶
leaving their deflnition for the next sub-section.
We require these new rewrite relations to satisfy what we call a strong Church{Rosser
modulo I property, deflned as follows.
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Definition 3.2. The bi-rewrite system hRµ; R¶i modulo I is (strong) Church{Rosser
ifi
(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ :
The following lemma states su–cient conditions to deflne a search decision procedure
for Ax ‘POL t µ u based on the relations I nRµ and I nR¶.
Lemma 3.3. If the relations ¡¡¡¡!InRµ and ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ are both computabley and quasi-
terminating, the relation ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ is decidable, and hRµ; R¶i is strong Church{Rosser mod-
ulo I, then there exists a decision procedure for the inclusion relation deflned by these
relations.
Proof. Like in the simpler case of the previous section, given two terms s and t, the
algorithm generates the sets fs0 j s¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ s0g and ft0 j t¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InR¶ t
0g and look for a term s0
from the flrst set and a term t0 from the second one such that s0 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ t0. If relations
¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ and ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InR¶ satisfy the above inclusions and the Church{Rosser property then
(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ = ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ . Now, it is easy to prove that the
algorithm is a decision procedure for the relation ¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ and Ax ‘POL
s µ t is equivalent to s(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄t. 2
The solutions we propose for reducing the strong Church{Rosser property to a local
bi-con°uence property are inspired mainly by the solutions known for the equational
case. In the following we consider how they can be adapted to bi-rewriting.
Huet (1980) proved that given a set of rules R and equations E such that ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –¡¡!R
is terminating, R is strong Church{Rosser modulo E ifi all peaks and clifis are con°uent:
¡ˆ¡R –¡¡!R µ ¡¡!⁄R – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡⁄R and ¡ˆ¡!E –¡¡!R µ ¡¡!⁄R – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡⁄R . Notice that these
are su–cient and, what is also important, necessary conditions. Besides, the flniteness
of the E-equivalence classes is not required. However, these con°uence properties are
too strong and cannot be reduced to the con°uence of critical pairs unless the rules are
left-linear.
To overcome this limitation for non-left-linear systems, Peterson and Stickel (1981) pro-
pose the use of a new rewrite relation E n R satisfying ¡¡!R µ ¡¡¡¡!EnR µ ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –¡¡!R .
They prove that when this relation is E-compatible, that is when ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡¡!R µ
¡¡¡¡!EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –( ¡ˆ¡R – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E )⁄, and terminating, then the Church{Rosser property be-
comes equivalent to the con°uence of peaks of the form ¡ˆ¡¡¡EnR –¡¡¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –
¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR . They also study how a rewrite relation R can be extended to obtain a E-
compatible rewrite relation EnR when E is an associative and commutative theory. How-
ever, in this case the problem is that the set of critical pairs of the form t ¡ˆ¡¡¡EnR u¡¡¡¡!EnR v
is in general inflnite.
Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986, Theorem 5) and Kirchner (1985, Theorem 4, Chap-
ter 2) generalize the Peterson and Stickel’s concept of E-compatibility to coherence, and
y We say that a relation ¡¡¡!R is computable ifi for any term t, the set fu j t ¡¡¡!R ug is calculable.
We say that a relation ¡¡¡!R is decidable ifi for any pair of terms t and u, it is decidable when t ¡¡¡!R u
holds or not.
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prove that when ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –¡¡!R is terminating (R is E-terminating) then the following three
conditions are equivalentz
(i) R is E nR-Church{Rosser modulo E
(¡¡!R [ ¡ˆ¡!E [ ¡ˆ¡R )⁄ µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR
(ii) E nR is con°uent and coherent modulo E
¡ˆ¡¡¡EnR –¡¡¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR (global) peak
¡ˆ¡!⁄E –¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR (global) clifi
(iii) E nR is locally con°uent and locally coherent modulo E
¡ˆ¡R –¡¡¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR local peak
¡ˆ¡!E –¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡!⁄EnR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄EnR local clifi
Then local con°uence and coherence can be reduced to critical pair con°uence and
to extended rules respectively. Here we call these properties con°uence of peaks and
con°uence of clifis respectivelly, following the notation of Dershowitz and Jouannaud
(1990).
Jouannaud and Kirchner also notice that this result is false if we require termination of
¡¡¡¡!EnR instead of that for ¡ˆ¡!⁄E –¡¡!R . As a counter-exampley we can take the rewrite
system R = E n R = fb¡¡! a; a¡¡! dg with E = fa = b; b = cg. It satisfles local
con°uence properties and termination of ¡¡¡¡!EnR , but it is not Church{Rosser. However,
termination of ¡¡¡¡!EnR is enough to prove the equivalence between Church{Rosser prop-
erty and \global" con°uence properties (see Huet (1980) for a similar proof). Evidently,
this termination property is not enough to prove equivalence between local and global
con°uence properties. For our purposes, we are more interested on global con°uence
properties than in the local ones, therefore we use them in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let ¡¡¡¡!InRµ and ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ be two rewrite relations satisfying ¡¡!Rµ µ ¡¡¡¡!InRµ
µ ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡!R¶ µ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ µ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ . If their union ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ is
terminating then the following three global con°uence properties
¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶
¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶
)
clifis
¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ peaks
and the strong Church{Rosser property
(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶
are equivalent.
Proof. It is evident that the Church{Rosser property implies the three local bi-con°uence
properties, so we will prove the opposite implication. Such proof is based on the ideas of
z They deflne coherence as ¡ˆ¡¡!⁄E – ¡¡¡!EnR µ ¡¡¡¡¡!
+
EnR – ¡ˆ¡¡!
⁄
E – ¡ˆ¡¡¡¡
⁄
EnR , however, as they notice, if R
is E terminating, both deflnitions are equivalent.
y This counter-example is, in fact, equivalent to one given by Huet (1980).
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proof transformation and proof ordering proposed by Bachmair in his thesis (Bachmair,
1991) and in Bachmair et al. (1986).
Given a sequence of terms hv1; : : : ; vni, we say that it is a proof of s µ t ifi v1 = s, vn =
t, and for any i 2 [1; : : : ; n ¡ 1] we have vi ¡¡¡¡!InRµ vi+1 or vi ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ vi+1 or vi ¡ˆ¡!
+
Iµ vi+1.
Notice that this allows us to concentrate one or more ¡ˆ¡!Iµ rewrite steps in a single
proof step. Evidently, t µ u has a proof ifi t (¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡R¶ )⁄ u.
In the following we deflne a set of transformations on the proofs of an inclusion. Given
a proof transformation rule hs; t; ui ) hs; v; ui, we can use it to transform hw1; s; t; u; w2i )
hw1; s; v; u; w2i. To prove the termination of such transformation relation we associate a
multiset S(hv1; : : : ; vni) of terms to each proof hv1; : : : ; vni deflned as follows.
S(hvi) = ;
S(hv1; : : : ; vni) = S(hv1; : : : ; vn¡1i) [
8<:
fvn¡1; vng if vn¡1 ¡¡¡¡!InRµ vn
or vn ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ vn¡1
fv2n¡1; v2ng if vn¡1 ¡ˆ¡!+Iµ vn
where [ denotes the multiset union operator and superscripts denote the number of
occurrences of an element in a multiset. We deflne a well-founded ordering ´ on these
term multisets as the multiset extension of the order relation ¡¡¡¡!+InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!
+
InR¶ which we
have supposed terminating. This ordering of associated multisets deflnes a well-founded
ordering of proofs. Notice that this ordering is monotonic, i.e. if S(hs; t; ui) ´ S(hs; v; ui),
then S(hw1; s; t; u; w2i) ´ S(hw1; s; v; u; w2i). This is a key point to prove that if any proof
transformation rule hs; t; ui ) hs; v; ui satisfles S(hs; t; ui) ´ S(hs; v; ui) then the proof
transformation relation is terminating.
If clifis are bi-con°uent, then for any clifi s ¡ˆ¡!+Iµ t¡¡¡¡!InRµ u we have
s¡¡¡¡!InRµ v1 ¢ ¢ ¢ vp¡1 ¡¡¡¡!InRµ vp ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ wq ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ wq¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢w1 ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ u
and we can apply one of the following proof transformations rules to eliminate it
hs; t; ui ) hs; v1; : : : ; vp; wq; : : : ; w1; ui if vp ¡ˆ¡!+Iµ wq
hs; t; ui ) hs; v1; : : : ; vp¡1; wq; : : : ; w1; ui if s¡¡¡¡!+InRµ vp = wq
hs; t; ui ) hs; wq¡1; : : : ; w1; ui if s = vp = wq ¡ˆ¡¡¡+InR¶ u
hs; t; ui ) hsi if s = vp = wq = u
where p; q ‚ 0, except in the second rule where p ‚ 1, and the third rule where q ‚ 1.
Now, taking into account that s ´ v1 ´ ¢ ¢ ¢ ´ vp and t ´ u ´ w1 ´ ¢ ¢ ¢ ´ wq, we can
prove that the multiset associated to the left part of the rules S(hs; t; ui) = fs2; t3; ug
is strictly greater than the multisets associated to the right part of the rules, which are
respectively:
S(hs; v1; : : : ; vp; wq; : : : ; w1; ui) = fs; v21 ; : : : ; v2p; w2q ; w22; : : : ; w21; ug [ yfvp; wqg
S(hs; v1; : : : ; vp¡1; wq; : : : ; w1; ui) = fs; v21 ; : : : ; v2p¡1; w2q ; : : : ; w21; ug
S(hs; wq¡1; : : : ; w1; ui) = fs; w2q¡1; : : : ; w21; ug
S(hsi) = ;:
Similarly, if peaks are bi-con°uent, then we can also apply the same proof trans-
formations rule to any peak s ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ t¡¡¡¡!InRµ u. And, taking into account that now
y Notice that in this case we can have s = vp, u = wq or both together. With such union we capture
four cases.
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t ´ s ´ v1 ´ ¢ ¢ ¢ ´ vp and t ´ u ´ w1 ´ ¢ ¢ ¢ ´ wq, we can also prove that the
multiset associated to the left part of the rule, now S(hs; t; ui) = fs; t2; ug is also strictly
greater than the multisets associated to the corresponding right parts of the rules.
Evidently, if we iterate this process, the resulting canonical (normal) proof will not
contain any clifis nor peaks. Therefore it will be of the form ¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ .
The process cannot be applied inflnitely, because the transformation relation is termi-
nating. We conclude that if s µ t has a proof, then it has a canonical proof of the form
s¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ t. Therefore, the Church{Rosser property holds for these rewrite
relations. 2
Now, the logical process would be to reduce the bi-con°uence of peaks of the form
¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ to the bi-con°uence of peaks of the form ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡!Rµ or ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ ,
as Jouannaud and Kirchner did for the equational case. However, as the following counter-
example shows, not any deflnition of ¡¡¡¡!InR satisfying ¡¡!R µ ¡¡¡¡!InR µ ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡!R
permits such reduction, unless we require termination of ( ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ )⁄–(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ ).
Counter-example 3.5. Consider the rewrite relations deflned by the following sets of
rules.
Iµ = fa1 ¡ˆ¡!µ b; b ¡ˆ¡!µ a2g
Rµ= fa1 ¡¡!µ b; a2 ¡¡!µ c2g
R¶= fa2 ¡¡!µ b; a1 ¡¡!µ c1g
c1 a1 b a2 c2
R¶ Iµ Iµ Rµ
Rµ R¶
 --  -
 I
If we deflne ¡¡¡¡!InRµ
def= ¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!Iµ –¡¡!Rµ and ¡¡¡¡!InR¶
def= ¡¡!R¶ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ –¡¡!R¶ ,
we will obtain two rewrite relations such that ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ is terminating and
the properties ¡¡!R µ ¡¡¡¡!InR µ ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡!R hold. However, although any peak of
the form ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡!Rµ or ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ and any clifi is bi-con°uent, there is a peak
c1 ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ b¡¡¡¡!InRµ c2 which is not bi-con°uent. Notice that in this counter-example ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –
¡¡!Rµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ –¡¡!R¶ is also terminating, not so ( ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ )⁄–(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ ).
Remark 3.6. The reader may prove that, when ( ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ )⁄–(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ ) is ter-
minating, then (strong) Church{Rosser property and \local" con°uence properties are
equivalent. This result is closer to the theorem proved by Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986,
Theorem 5), and its proof is left to the reader.
Alternately, if we only require the termination of ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ , then the method
of rule extensions and the concrete deflnition of the relation ¡¡¡¡!InR ensures that,
if inclusions in I are linear, then ¡ˆ¡!⁄I and ¡¡¡¡!⁄InR commute, i.e. ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡¡¡!⁄InR µ
¡¡¡¡!⁄InR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I . This property is stronger than the con°uence of clifis, and permits the
desired reduction. However, such a method takes into account the structure of terms, so
we will describe it in the next sub-section.
3.2. from local bi-confluence to (extended) critical pairs
Till now, we have studied Church{Rosser, termination and bi-con°uence properties in
the framework of relational algebra (Ba˜umer, 1992). All proofs were done without any
reference to the structure of terms. In the following, we will consider the term structure
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in order to reduce the bi-con°uence properties to the bi-con°uence of critical pairs and
rule extensions.
We begin by deflning the rewrite relations InRµ and InR¶ that were only axiomatically
characterized by ¡¡!R µ ¡¡¡¡!InR µ ¡ˆ¡!⁄I –¡¡!R in the previous sub-section. The choice
of such deflnition is motivated, as in the equational case, by the fact that local bi-
con°uence of peaks ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ and ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡!Rµ can be reduced to the bi-con°uence
of a selected set of critical pairs.
Definition 3.7. We say that s Rµ-rewrites to t modulo Iµ, written s¡¡¡¡!InRµ t, ifi
there exists a rule l¡¡! r in Rµ, an occurrence p in s, and a substitution ¾ such that
sjp ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ¾(l) and t = s[¾(r)]p. We write s¡¡¡¡!InRµ [p;¾;l!r]t when we want to make explicit
the position, substitution and rule involved in the rewrite step.
Similarly for s R¶-rewrites to t modulo I¶, written s¡¡¡¡!InR¶ t.
With this deflnition ¡¡¡¡!InRµ really verifles ¡¡!Rµ µ ¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡!Rµ although in
general ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡!Rµ 6µ ¡¡¡¡!InRµ . Notice that in a ¡¡¡¡!InR rewrite step, the ¡ˆ¡!I rewrite
steps take place below the ¡¡!R rewrite step. We say that the ¡¡!R rewrite step covers
such ¡ˆ¡!I rewrite steps.
We will use the notions of E-matching and E-uniflcation from Peterson and Stickel
(1981) but adapted to bi-rewriting. Given two terms s and t, we say that s I-matches t
ifi there exists a substitution ¾ such that s ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ¾(t), and s I¡1-matches t ifi there exists
a substitution ¾ such that s ¡ˆ¡!⁄I¶ ¾(t). We say that s I-unifles with t ifi there exists a
substitution ¾ such that ¾(s) ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ¾(t). Notice that, since ¡ˆ¡!Iµ is not necessarily sym-
metric, I-matching and I¡1-matching are in general difierent non-symmetric relations,
and I-uniflcation is also a non-symmetric relation. We will suppose in the following that
I-uniflcation and I and I¡1-matching are decidable. We have to be careful deflning min-
imum uniflers since deflnition of critical pairs is based on them. Given two terms s and t,
we say thatM is a complete set of minimum uniflers ifi for any I-unifler ¿ of s and t, there
exists a minimum unifler ¾ 2M and a substitution ‰ such that ¿(x)( ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ \ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ )‰(¾(x))
for any x 2 Dom(¿). We will suppose in the following that a flnite and complete set of
minimum uniflers exists for our relation ¡ˆ¡!Iµ .
As in the equational case (to prove bi-con°uence of clifis or E-compatibility), we will
prove the commutativity properties by means of the rule extension and the extensionally
closed property deflned as follows.
Definition 3.8. Given an inclusion l µ r in I, and a rule s¡¡!µ t in Rµ, if rjp I-unifles
with s, being ¾ a minimum unifler, and rjp is neither a variable nor equal to r, then we
say that ¾(l)¡¡!µ ¾(r[t]p) is a right-I-extended rule of Rµ.
Given a set of rules Rµ and inclusions I, Rµ is said to be right-I-extensionally
closed ifi any right-I-extended rule l¡¡!µ r of Rµ satisfles l¡¡¡¡!InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ r.
We deflne left-I-extended rule and left-I-extensionally closed similarly changing µ by ¶
and \rjp I-unifles with s" by \s I-unifles with rjp".
Notice that in the previous deflnition, to consider a bi-rewrite system extensionally
closed, we require any rule extension l¡¡!µ r to satisfy l¡¡¡¡!InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ r. It is not enough
to require the pair l µ r to be bi-con°uent.
Since ¡ˆ¡!Iµ may be non-symmetric, we have had to distinguish between right- and left-
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extensionality in the previous deflnition. We will use a completion procedure to ensure
that the flnal bi-rewrite system satisfles that Rµ is right-I-extensionally closed, and
that R¶ is left-I-extensionally closed.
The following lemma states that, if all inclusions in I are linear, then the extension-
ally closed property ensures the commutativity of ¡ˆ¡!⁄I and ¡¡¡¡!InR . Notice that this
property is stronger than the bi-con°uence of clifis required in the previous sub-section.
Lemma 3.9. (Critical Cliff Lemma) If all inclusions in I are linear, and Rµ is
right-I-extensionally closed, then ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ and ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ commute, i.e. they satisfy ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –
¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ µ ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ .
Moreover, we also have ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡¡¡¡!InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ .
Similarly for ¡ˆ¡!⁄I¶ and ¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InR¶ if the later is left-I-extensionally closed.
Proof. The conclusion of the lemma is equivalent to ¡ˆ¡!I –¡¡¡¡!InR µ ¡¡¡¡!InR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I [
¡ˆ¡!⁄I . Suppose that
a ¡ˆ¡!I [p1;¾;sµt]b¡¡¡¡!InR [p2;¾;l!r]c
where p1 and p2 are positions, ¾ is a substitution (assume that FV(t)\FV(l) = ;), s µ t
is an inclusion of I and l¡¡!µ r a rule of R. We have to consider the following four cases.
case p1jp2. If p1 and p2 are disjoint occurrences then both rewrite steps trivially com-
mute.
case p1 ` p2. Let v satisfy p2 = p1 ¢ v. We have ¾(t)jv ¡ˆ¡!⁄I ¾(l). There are two possibili-
ties:
variable overlapping. There exist two occurrences v1 and v2 satisfying p1¢v1¢v2 = p2
and being tjv1 = x a variable. If all inclusions in I are right-linear then tjv1 is the
only occurrence of x in t, moreover if all inclusions are left-linear then x occurs
at most once in s. Let v01 be this occurrence of x in s, if there is one. First, we
have ajp1¢v01¢v2 ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I ¾(l) and therefore a¡¡¡¡!InR [p1¢v01¢v2;¾;l!r]a[¾(r)]p1¢v01¢v2 . Sec-
ond, we prove that a[¾(r)]p1¢v01¢v2 ¡ˆ¡!I [p1;¾0;sµt]c where ¾0 is deflned as ¾0(y) =
¾(y) for any y 6= x, and ¾0(x) = ¾(x)[¾(r)]v2 . Otherwise, if x does not occur in
s then we have a ¡ˆ¡!I [p1;¾0;sµt]; c, where ¾0 is deflned as above.
Notice that it is in this case, with variable overlapping, when we have to require
both left- and right-linearity of s µ t.
strict overlapping. If v is a position in t, and tjv is not a variable, we are in the
conditions of Deflnition 3.8, i.e. tjv I-unifles with l being ¿ a minimum unifler,
and we can generate an extensional rule l0 ¡¡!µ r0 def= ¿(s)¡¡!µ ¿(t[r]v) between
s µ t and l¡¡!µ r. Now, using our concrete deflnition of minimum I-unifler, a
variant of the E-critical pair lemma (Jouannaud, 1983) ensures that ajp1( ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ \
¡ˆ¡!⁄I¶ )‰(l0) and cjp1( ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ \ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ )‰(r
0) where ¾ = ‰–¿ . In particular, we have
ajp1 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ‰(l0) and ‰(r0) ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ cjp1 . In the equational case (Jouannaud and Kirch-
ner, 1986) we would need to require the termination of the subterm relation
modulo I. However, the stronger condition required in the deflnition of exten-
sional closure allows us to disregard this requirement. If R is I-extensionally
closed, then l0 ¡¡¡¡!InR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I r0. The ajp1 ¡ˆ¡!⁄I ‰(l0) rewrite steps are \covered"
by the ¡¡¡¡!InR rewrite step, obtaining ajp1 ¡¡¡¡!InR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I ‰(r0) ¡ˆ¡!⁄I cjp1 .
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Notice that the proof ajp1 ¡¡¡¡!InR – ¡ˆ¡!⁄I ‰(r0) ¡ˆ¡!⁄I cjp1 is normal, whereas if we
only require extended rules to be bi-con°uent, we would obtain ajp1 ¡¡¡¡!⁄InR –
¡ˆ¡!⁄I – ¡ˆ¡¡¡⁄InR ‰(r0) ¡ˆ¡!⁄I cjp1 . The later is not a normal proof and we would need
to require the well-foundness of the strict subterm modulo I relation to prove
that it is smaller than the original proof.
case p1 ” p2. The a ¡ˆ¡!I b rewrite step is covered by the ¡¡¡¡!InR rewrite step. Let v be the
occurrence such that p2¢v = p1. We prove ajp2 ¡ˆ¡!I [v;¾;sµt]bjp2 , so ajp2 ¡ˆ¡!I bjp2 ¡ˆ¡!⁄I
¾(l) and we have a¡¡¡¡!InR [p2;¾;l!r]c.
2
Notice that as in Peterson and Stickel (1981), and difierently from Jouannaud and
Kirchner (1986), the inclusions in I are required to be (both left- and right-) linear.
However, thanks to the stronger condition required to extended rules, we can disregard
the well-founded condition on the strict subterm modulo I relation.
Remark 3.10. The attentive reader will notice that our assumptions difier from those
assumed in the equational case by Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986). Everywhere we
have tried to require the weakest termination condition. Another option, similar to the
one developed by Struth (1996)y, starts from requiring the termination of the strict
subterm relation modulo ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!I¶ and the termination of the relation ( ¡ˆ¡!Iµ [
¡ˆ¡!I¶ )⁄–(¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡!R¶ ), (notice that these conditions are stronger than the termination
of ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ assumed in this paper). They would allow us to relax the condi-
tion on extended rules l µ r, requiring them to be bi-con°uent l¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ r
instead of l¡¡¡¡!InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ r. Moreover, if we also applied the notion of extended critical
pair to extended critical clifi, requiring them to be bi-con°uent, then we could drop the
requirement on the linearity of the inclusions deflning ¡ˆ¡!Iµ . These assumptions would
also allow us to reproduce the classical results when any inclusion comes from an equality,
and we have ¡ˆ¡!Iµ = ¡ˆ¡!I¶ and ¡¡!Rµ = ¡¡!R¶ . The reader is invited to reproduce the
proofs of Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986) for bi-rewrite systems.
The conclusion of the critical clifi lemma, not only ensures the bi-con°uence of clifis,
but also allows us to reduce the bi-con°uence of peaks of the form ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ to the
con°uence of the peaks of the form ¡ˆ¡R¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ or ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡!Rµ using the following
sequence of inclusions
¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¡ˆ¡R¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ –¡¡¡¡!InRµ µ ¢ ¢ ¢
¡ˆ¡R¶ –(¡¡¡¡!InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ ) µ ¢ ¢ ¢ if clifis commute
¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ µ ¢ ¢ ¢ if peaks are bi-con°uent
¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ if clifis commute
For the bi-con°uence of peaks we use a deflnition of (extended) critical pairs similar
to the one introduced in the previous section.
y Struth (1996) requires the termination of ¡ˆ¡¡!⁄Iµ – ¡¡¡!Rµ – ¡ˆ¡¡!
⁄
Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡¡!
⁄
I¶ – ¡¡¡!R¶ – ¡ˆ¡¡!
⁄
I¶ , which is a
weaker condition than the termination of ( ¡ˆ¡¡!Iµ [ ¡ˆ¡¡!I¶ )⁄–( ¡¡¡!Rµ [ ¡¡¡!R¶ ). However, then he has to
use a condition for the local peaks and clifis stronger than bi-con°uence.
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Definition 3.11. If l¡¡!µ r 2 Rµ and s¡¡!¶ t 2 R¶ are two rewrite rules normalized
apart, and p is a position in s, then
(i) if sjp is not a variable and sjp I-unifles with l being ¾ the minimum I-unifler, then
¾(t) µ ¾(s[r]p)
is a (standard) critical pair of ECP (I nRµ; R¶).
(ii) if sjp = x is a repeated variable in s, F is a term not sharing variables with s¡¡!¶ t
such that F jq ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ¾(l) for some ¾, and l¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InR¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ r does not hold, then
t[x 7! F ] µ ¡s[x 7! F ]¢[¾(r)]p¢q
is an (extended) critical pair of ECP (I nRµ; R¶).
Moreover, if ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ is symmetric, then we can restrict extended critical pairs to those
which satisfy F jq = l, as in Deflnition 2:11.
The set ECP (I nR¶; Rµ) can be deflned similarly.
Again we have had to introduce critical pair schemes which may generate an inflnite
number of critical pairs. Unlike Deflnition 2.11 in the previous section, here, if ¡ˆ¡!Iµ is
non-symmetric, then the whole term F is undetermined, not only the context F [¢]q. The
only restriction on F jq is F jq ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ¾(l) for some substitution ¾.
Using this extended deflnition of critical pairs and the deflnition of extensionally closed
bi-rewrite systems we can prove the following theorem which characterizes the strong
Church{Rosser property of a hRµ; R¶i bi-rewrite system modulo I.
Theorem 3.12. (Critical Pair Theorem) Given two sets of rules Rµ and R¶ and
a set of inclusions I, if ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [ ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ is terminating, ¡¡¡¡!InRµ is right-I-extensionally
closed, ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ is left-I-extensionally closed, all inclusions in I are linear, and all stan-
dard and extended critical pairs ECP (InRµ; R¶) and ECP (Rµ; InR¶) are bi-con°uent,
then hRµ; R¶i is (strongly) Church{Rosser modulo I.
Proof. We use Lemma 3.4 in the previous sub-section to prove the Church{Rosser
property. We are in the conditions of Lemma 3.9, therefore we can suppose that clifis
commute. As we have commented, this condition is stronger than the bi-con°uence of
global clifis required by Lemma 3.4. Let’s concentrate on the bi-con°uence of global
peaks.
Assume that
a ¡ˆ¡¡¡InR¶ [p1;¾;s!t]b¡¡¡¡!InRµ [p2;¾;l!r]c:
If p1jp2, as in the commutativity case, both rewrite steps trivially commute and we
can reduce a and c to the same term b[¾(t)]p1 [¾(r)]p2 = b[¾(r)]p2 [¾(t)]p1 .
Otherwise, we can suppose, without lose of generality that p1 „ p2. We have:
a ¡ˆ¡¡¡R¶ [p1;¾;s!t] a
0 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ b¡¡¡¡!InRµ [p2;¾;l!r]c
where all the ¡ˆ¡!Iµ rewrite steps between a0 and b takes place below the position p1
(notice that they are covered by the ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ rewrite step). Now, Lemma 3.9 allows us to
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commute these ¡ˆ¡!Iµ steps and the ¡¡¡¡!InRµ step. We will have either
a ¡ˆ¡¡¡R¶ [p1;¾;s!t] a
0 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ c
or
a ¡ˆ¡¡¡R¶ [p1;¾;s!t] a
0 ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [p02;¾;l!r]c
0 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ c
where p02 is a position below or equal to p1 (notice that the original steps were all then
below p1, therefore, after commuting them, the resulting steps will also be below p1).
Taking into account that we can also commute ¡ˆ¡!Iµ steps and ¡¡¡¡!InR¶ steps, we only
have to prove that local peaks of the form:
t1 ¡ˆ¡¡¡R¶ [p1;¾;s!t] t2 ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [p2;¾;l!r]t3
where p1 „ p2, are bi-con°uent.
Let v be the occurrence such that p2 = p1 ¢ v. There are three possibilities:
Strict overlapping. Position v is a non-variable occurrence of s. This case works as
case strict overlapping in the proof of critical clifi Lemma 3.9. That is, there
exists a standard critical pair l0 µ r0, obtained I-unifying sjv and l, such that
t1jp1 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ‰(l0) and ‰(r0) ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ t3jp1 . If standard critical pairs are con°uent then
‰(l0)¡¡¡¡!⁄InRµ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ – ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ ‰(r
0). Finally, if Lemma 3.9 holds, then pair t1 µ t3
is bi-con°uent.
Non-repeated variable overlapping. Subterm sjv is a|or is below a|non-repeated vari-
able, i.e. there exist two positions such that v = v1 ¢v2 and sjv1 = x is a non-repeated
variable of s. This case works similarly to case variable overlapping of Lemma 3.9.
That is, we can rewrite t1 and t3 into a common term in the following way. We
apply the rewrite step ¾(x) = ¡¡¡¡!InRµ [v2;¾;l!r]¾(x)[¾(r)]v2 to any occurrence of x
in t, i.e. to some sub-terms ¾(x) of t1. On the other side, we apply the rule s¡¡!¶ t
to the position p1 of t3, but using the substitution ¾0 deflned as ¾0(y) = ¾(y) for
any y 6= x and ¾0(x) = ¾(x)[¾(r)]v2 instead of ¾. It can be proved that in both
cases we obtain the same result.
Repeated variable overlapping. Subterm sjv is a|or is below a|repeated variable x of s,
i.e. there exists a pair of positions v1 ¢ v2 = v such that sjv1 is a repeated variable x
of s.
In this case the divergence t1jp1 µ t3jp1 being studied is an instance of the extended
critical pair l0 µ r0 of the form:
t[x 7! F ] µ ¡s[x 7! F ]¢[¿(r)]v
where F = ¾(x) = t2j(p1¢v1) and ¿(y) = ¾(y) for any y 2 FV(l). That is, we
can prove that t1jp1 = ‰(l0) and t3jp1 = ‰(r0) where ‰(y) = ¾(y) for any y 2
FV(s) n fxg. Now, if any extended critical pair of ECP (I nRµ; R¶) is bi-con°uent,
the corresponding proof instantiated by ‰ will be a proof for t1jp1 µ t3jp1 .
If ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ is symmetric, then we can use the extended critical pair l0 µ r0 of the form:
t[x 7! F ] µ ¡s[x 7! F ]¢[r]v
where F = ¾(x)[l]q.
In this case we can prove that t1jp1 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ‰(l0) and t3jp1 ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ ‰(r
0), where ‰(y) = ¾(y)
for any y 2 FV(s) [ FV(l) n fxg. Now, if extended critical pairs are bi-con°uent
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then t1jp1 ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ ‰(l0)¡¡¡¡!
⁄
InRµ ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ ¡ˆ¡¡¡
⁄
InR¶ ‰(r
0) ¡ˆ¡!⁄I¶ t3jp1 , and if ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
Iµ is symmetric,
and clifis commute, then the pair t1, t3 is bi-con°uent.
Finally, if l¡¡¡¡!⁄InR¶ – ¡ˆ¡!
⁄
I¶ r holds, and therefore the pairs l
0 µ r0 are not extended
critical pairs, then we can make pair t1 µ t3 bi-con°uent using the same technique
as in the equational case.
2
4. An Example: Towards a Completion Procedure
As we said in the previous sections, bi-rewriting compared with equational rewriting,
faces the extra di–culty of a possibly inflnite set of critical pairs. Non-left-linear rules
may generate what we called critical pair schemes (see Deflnitions 2.11 and 3.11). In
this section instead of giving the completion procedure we sketch out the possibilities of
completion µa la Knuth{Bendix of an example of a bi-rewrite system by means of rule
schemes. Other completion methods, like unfailing completion (Bachmair et al., 1989)
are also suitable to be applied to automate the deduction in theories with monotonic
order relations, using the same notion of extended critical pair.
The inclusions deflning the theory of the union operator can be oriented following a
simpliflcation ordering as follows:
r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
r2 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
r3 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ Y:
Although the standard critical pairs (scp) of this system are bi-con°uent, the presence
of the non-left-linear rule X [ X ¡¡!µ X also makes necessary the consideration of the
extended critical pairs (ecp). We will do this in two steps. First, we consider scp and the
flnite subset of ecp of the particular form ht[x 7! l]; ¡s[x 7! l]¢[r]p)i where sjp = x is a
repeated variable in the non-left-linear rule hs¡¡!µ ti 2 Rµ and hl¡¡!¶ ri 2 R¶ being
the other rule. It corresponds to the general extended critical pair deflnition where the
context F [¢]q is a hole [¢] itself. Using the standard Knuth{Bendix completion procedure
and a reduction ordering, we generate, among others, the following rules:
r4 : Y [ (X [ Y )¡¡!µ X [ Y ecp from r1 and r3
r5 : Y [X ¡ˆ¡!µ X [ Y scp from r2 and r4
r6 : (X [ Y ) [ Y ¡¡!µ X [ Y ecp from r1 and r3
r7 : (X [ Y ) [ (Y [ Z)¡¡!µ X [ (Y [ Z) ecp from r2 and r6
r8 : (X [ Y ) [ Z ¡ˆ¡!µ X [ (Y [ Z) scp from r3 and r7:
Rules r5 and r8, corresponding to the commutativity and associativity (AC) properties
of the union, make redundant any other rule generated by the subset of ecp we are
considering. It is well known that these rules cannot be oriented in a reduction ordering.
This fact makes necessary the use of hfr1g; fr2gi bi-rewriting modulo I = fr5; r8g. Notice
that in this case the relation deflned by non-orientable rules is symmetric, i.e. ¡ˆ¡!⁄Iµ =
¡ˆ¡!⁄I¶ , thus we can use the standard algorithms of AC-matching and AC-uniflcation,
as well as the °at notation for the inflx operator [.
Let’s consider now the general form of ecp when I is symmetric, i.e. ht[x 7! F [l]q];
¡
s[x 7!
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F [l]q]
¢
[r]p¢qi where F [¢]q is a context. Using them we generate an extended critical pair
which is made bi-con°uent adding the following rule scheme:
r9 : F [X] [ F [X [ Y ]¡¡!µ F [X [ Y ] ecp from r1 and r2:
The orientation of this rule does not depend on the instance we take of the critical
pair scheme, and it will be the same for any simpliflcation ordering. This rule scheme
generates the following scp:
F [X] [ F [Y ] µ F [X [ Y ] scp from r2 and r9:
Now, the orientation of this critical pair depends on the reduction ordering being used.
If we use a lexicographic path ordering where [ is greater than any other symbol of the
signature, then it will be oriented as follows for any instance of the critical pair.
r10 : F [X] [ F [Y ]¡¡!µ F [X [ Y ] from r2 and r9:
Now r9 is subsumed by r1 and r10.
Notice that we are dealing with rule schemes instead of ordinary rules, thus we cannot
continue the completion process unless we have a critical pair deflnition for rule schemes.
The repeated context F [¢] in the left-hand side of the rule originates a problem similar
to the one caused by non-left-linear rules. We can consider the following particular form
of r10, where we suppose that F [¢] is a context containing X 0 [ Y 0 as a subexpression,
i.e. F [¢] def= G[¢; X 0 [ Y 0].
r11 : G[X;X 0 [ Y 0] [G[Y;X 0 [ Y 0]¡¡!µ G[X [ Y;X 0 [ Y 0]:
This instantiation of the rule scheme r10 generates new non-con°uent critical pairs
with r1, which introduces the following rule schemes:
G[X;X 0] [G[Y;X 0 [ Y 0] ¡¡!µ G[X [ Y;X 0 [ Y 0]
G[X;X 0] [G[Y; Y 0] ¡¡!µ G[X [ Y;X 0 [ Y 0]:
It can be induced then that the completion process would introduce inflnitely many
rule schemes with the form:
r12 : G[X1; : : : ; Xn] [G[Y1; : : : ; Yn]¡¡!µ G[X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn]
for any n > 0.
If we are interested in an unfailing completion procedure, the fact that this set of rules
would be inflnite is not relevant, but we cannot obtain a canonical bi-rewrite system
(in the sense of Knuth{Bendix completion) in this way. However, in this case, if the
signature F is flnite, these (inflnite) set of rule schemes will be subsumed by the following
(flnite) set of rules:
r
(f)
13 : f(X1; : : : ; Xn) [ f(X 01; : : : ; X 0n)¡¡!µ f(X1 [X 01; : : : ; Xn [X 0n)
for any n > 0 and any f 2 Fn:
To prove this result we decompose an application of the rule scheme r12 into simple
applications of the rules r13 using the following compositional property:
F [G[X1; : : : ; Xn]] [ F [G[Y1; : : : ; Yn]] ¡¡!µ F [G[X1; : : : ; Xn] [G[Y1; : : : ; Yn]]
¡¡!µ F [G[X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn]]:
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Rµ =
8>>>><>>>>:
r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
rext1 : X [X [ Y ¡¡!µ X [ Y
8f 2 Fn
r13 : f(X1; : : : ; Xn) [ f(Y1; : : : ; Yn)¡¡!µ f(X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn)
rext13 f(X1; : : : ; Xn) [ f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) [ Z ¡¡!µ f(X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn) [ Z
R¶ = f r2 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
I =
‰
r5 : Y [X ¡ˆ¡!µ X [ Y
r8 : (X [ Y ) [ Z ¡ˆ¡!µ X [ (Y [ Z)
Figure 3. A canonical bi-rewrite system for the inclusion theory of the union.
Finally, using this \manual" completion process we obtain the canonical hRµ; R¶i bi-
rewriting modulo I system shown in Figure 3. Rules rext1 and r
ext
13 are the I-extensions
of the rules r1 and r13.
As the reader may suppose, this canonical bi-rewrite system can be easily extended to
automate the deduction in non-distributive free lattice theory. We only have to duplicate
all rules interchanging µ by ¶, and changing [ by \.
5. Why Inclusions and not Equations
In Section 4 we have seen the possibility of modeling the deduction in a non-distributive
free lattice by a canonical bi-rewrite system. This represents an advantage of the inclusion
theory over the equational theory of lattices because there is not a canonical rewrite
system for the equational theory of lattices (Freese et al., 1993). In general, inclusions
express weaker constraints between terms than equations. Even in the case of lattices
where inclusions may be modeled by equations|the inclusion a µ b is modeled by
a [ b = b or by a \ b = a|inclusions are more natural and have some advantages. The
transitivity and monotonicity of inclusions which are captured implicitly by bi-rewrite
systems, must be \implemented" explicitly by equational rewrite rules. Let’s consider an
example. The inclusions a µ b and b µ c can be oriented like a¡¡!µ b and b¡¡!µ c and we
can prove a µ c rewriting a into b and b into c. However, their translation into equations
results in two rules a[b¡¡! b and b[c¡¡! c. These rules generate non-con°uent critical
pairs with the other rules X \ (X [Y )¡¡!X and X [ (X \Y )¡¡!X deflning the union
and intersection, and the completion process leads to the addition of the following rules
a \ b¡¡! a and b \ c¡¡! b. And, what is worse, it introduces the rules a [ c¡¡! c and
a \ c¡¡! a. It means that in general the completion of a theory where the sequence
a1 µ ¢ ¢ ¢ µ an can be proved leads us to add rules ai [ aj ¡¡! aj and ai \ aj ¡¡! ai for
any i < j, during the completion process.
The transitivity of inclusions is not captured by the transitivity of the equality relation
or by the transitivity of the rewrite relation ¡¡!⁄ , weakening in this way the power of
rewrite systems, and losing in most cases the possibility of having a canonical rewrite
system for a theory.
Moreover, the stability (closure for congruence) of the rewrite relation captures the
congruence property for =, but not the monotonicity property for µ. This would make it
necessary to consider the inclusion f(X) µ f(X [Y ) and the corresponding rule f(X)[
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f(X [Y )¡¡! f(X [Y ) for each symbol f in the signature if we use the implementation
described below.
6. Codifying Rule Schemes by means of Second-Order Rules
We face now the problem of codifying rule schemes using a restricted form of second-
order typed ‚-calculus. From now on we will be concerned with the simply typed second-
order ‚-calculus. Thus, we will deal with a set of types T = S
n‚1T n built up over a
set T 1 of base|or flrst order|types; where, as usual, T n is the set of n-ordered types
deflned inductively as the minimum set containing T n¡1 and such that if ¿ 2 T n¡1 and
¿ 0 2 T n then ¿ ! ¿ 0 2 T n. Terms of the simply typed second-order ‚-calculus T (F ;X )
are deflned over a signature of third-order typed constants F = S
¿2T 3F¿ and second-
order typed variables X = S
¿2T 2X¿ . The typing relation t : ¿ is deflned by the following
set of inference rules
fc 2 F¿g
c : ¿
fx 2 X¿g
x : ¿
x : ¿ t : ¿ 0
‚x:t : ¿ ! ¿ 0
t : ¿ ! ¿ 0 t0 : ¿
t(t0) : ¿ 0
The term t is said to be a well-formed n-order typed term, noted t 2 T n(F ;X ), if t : ¿
can be inferred from the set of rules below and ¿ 2 T n. The set of free variables of a
term (noted FV(t)), replacement (noted t[X 7! u]), and other concepts commonly used
in ‚-calculus are deflned as usual (Barendregt, 1981; Hindley and Seldin, 1986). We will
note free variables with capital letters (by X;Y; Z; : : : when they are flrst-order typed
and by F;G;H; I; : : : when they are second-order typed), bound variables and constants
are noted using lower case letters.
A substitution ¾ = [X1 7! t1; : : : ; Xn 7! tn] is a mapping from a flnite set of variables
fX1; : : : ; Xng µ X to T (F ;X ) such that Xi and ti have the same type. This mapping
is extended as a type-preserving mapping ¾ : T (F ;X ) ! T (F ;X ) deflned by ¾(u) def=
(‚X1 : : : Xn:u)(t1; : : : ; tn) =
¡
u[X1 7! t1] : : :
¢
[Xn 7! tn]y. A substitution ¾ is said to be a
unifler of two given expressions t and u if ¾(t) =fl· ¾(u) and ¾ is idempotentz. A partial
order between the uniflers of two given terms and minimum uniflers can be deflned as
usual, i.e. we say that ‰ „ ¾ if there exists a substitution … such that ¾ = …–‰, and
we say that ¾ is a minimum unifler if for any other unifler ‰ satisfying ‰ „ ¾ we have
also ¾ „ ‰.
The inclusion theory of the union operator will be used throughout to motivate the
deflnition of second-order bi-rewrite systems. In Section 4 we proved the existence of a
canonical flrst-order bi-rewrite system for such a theory (shown in Figure 2). The same
example is completed in Section 9 for the second-order case. Our intention is to replace
the set of rules of such example
f(X1; : : : ; Xn) [ f(Y1; : : : ; Yn)¡¡!µ f(X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn)
by second-order rules. If we take up again the completion process described in Section 4,
we have that this set of rules is generated by the rule schema F [X][F [Y ]¡¡!µ F [X [Y ],
y Notice that (u[X1 7! t1])[X2 7! t2] = u[X1 7! t1; X2 7! t2], but in general, u[X1 7! t1; X2 7! t2] 6=
u[X2 7! t2; X1 7! t1].
z The relation =fl· is the congruence deflned by the fl and · rules of the ‚-calculus. A su–cient
condition for the idempotence of ¾ is Dom(¾) \ FV(¾) = ;. This restriction does not suppose a loss of
generality.
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which results in making bi-con°uent an extended critical pair, and where F [¢] denotes a
context. We will see now that we can translate this rule scheme into the second-order rule
G(X)[G(Y )¡¡!µ G(X [Y ), where G now denotes a second-order typed variable. Then,
it is easy to see that this second-order rule subsumes the previous rule schema because
the function variable G can be instantiated by ‚x:F [x]. However, it does not subsume
other rules like f(X1; : : : ; Xn)[ f(Y1; : : : ; Yn)¡¡!µ f(X1 [Y1; : : : ; Xn [Yn) for n ‚ 2. To
obtain second-order rules subsuming them we must complete the system by generating
all the critical pairs between G(X) [G(Y )¡¡!µ G(X [ Y ) and some other rules.
The simply typed second-order ‚-calculus is enough to model an untyped flrst-order
language with context variables, like the one described by Comon (1993). In such a
model, we can suppose that there exists a unique flrst-order type Term 2 T 1 . Any
n-ary symbol f of the signature is interpreted as a unary second-order typed constant
f : Term ! n: : :! Term ! Term, any variable X as a flrst-order variable X : Term and
any context variable F [¢] as a second-order variable F : Term ! Term.
6.1. some problems of second-order rewrite systems
The use of full simply typed second-order ‚-calculus in rewrite systems is not free
from problems. If we unify a term (pattern) with a ground term (a term without free
variables), the resulting unifler(s) do not necessarily instantiate all the free variables
of the pattern. For instance, if we unify the pattern F (X) with the ground expression
f(a), a minimum unifler ¾ may assign ¾(F ) = ‚x:f(a) and leave X free. It means that,
although all variables appearing in the right part of a rule would also appear in its left
part, not all the instantiations of such rule will satisfy this property. Therefore, the use
of this rule can introduce new free variables during the rewrite process. For instance, the
rule F (X)¡¡!X satisfles FV(X) = fXg µ fX;Fg = FV(F (X)), even so it introduces
a fresh variable X when the rule is used to rewrite a into X using the substitution ¾ =
[F 7! ‚x:a]. That problem prevents the orientation of the rules to obtain a terminating
rewrite system. In the previous example, we can rewrite a¡¡! a¡¡! a¡¡! ¢ ¢ ¢ using
the rule F (X)¡¡!X and the substitution ¾ = [F 7! ‚x:a][X 7! a]. The flrst-order
matching satisfles the following property: given a pair of terms t and u there exists at
most one substitution ¾ such that Dom(¾) µ FV(t) and ¾(t) = u. This result does
not hold in general for second-order languages. It means that a second-order rewrite
relation can be inflnitely branching and many properties of term rewriting systems do
not hold. In particular, a second-order terminating rewrite system is not necessarily
quasi-terminating.
In the next section we deflne the linear second-order typed ‚-calculus which avoids
these problems (see Lemma 7.3). The same kind of problems are studied by Nipkow
(Nipkow, 1991; Nipkow, 1992) to justify the deflnition of higher-order rewrite systems
based on patterns. (A term t in fl·-normal form is said to be a pattern if every occurrence
of a free variable F is in a subterm F (un) such that un is a list of distinct bound variables
(Nipkow, 1991, Deflnition 3.1)). Our approach can be seen as a new notion of higher-order
rewrite systems based on the linear second-order typed ‚-calculus.
7. A Second-Order Uniflcation Procedure
Like in the flrst-order case, to prove the completeness of a second-order bi-rewrite
system we have to generate all the possible (extended) critical pairs between rules in
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Rµ and rules in R¶ and prove their bi-con°uence. This process requires the use of a
uniflcation procedure.
The flrst sound and complete second-order uniflcation procedure was described by
Pietrzykowski (1973), and subsequently a modifled version of this algorithm was pro-
posed to solve the uniflcation problem for the simply typed ‚-calculus (Jensen and
Pietrzykowski, 1976). Based on it, Huet (1975) proposed the computation of the so-called
independent pre-uniflers using a pre-uniflcation procedure. This procedure does not try
to solve the °exible{°exible pairs of a uniflcation problem for which there always exist a
unifler, thus a pre-uniflcation procedure is enough if we only want to check if a uniflcation
problem is satisflable. Unfortunately, the simply typed ‚-calculus uniflcation problem,
and even the second-order uniflcation problems are undecidable (Goldfarb, 1981).
Since then many decidable classes of higher-order uniflcation problems have been de-
scribed. Miller (1991a, b) in the context of logic programming and Nipkow (1991, 1992)
in the context of rewrite systems, propose a restricted higher-order language|which ex-
pressions they call patterns|preserving the good properties of the flrst-order logic. If
there exists a minimum unifler of two patterns, then it is unique. They also deflne a uni-
flcation algorithm (Nipkow, 1991, Theorem 3.2) to flnd this most general pattern unifler
and prove its termination. However, in our case we need a more expressive language. If
we consider the rule G(X)[G(Y )¡¡!µ G(X [Y ) for example, we realize that neither the
left part nor the right part of the rule is a pattern. In general, if we look at the particular
form of extended critical pairs we will see that they always contain a subexpression F (t)
where F is a free variable and t is the right-hand side of a rewrite rule, so we cannot
suppose that t is a list of distinct bounded variables, as the deflnition of patterns re-
quires. Recently Prehofer has proved in his thesis (Prehofer, 1995) decidability results
for some uniflcation problems based on Nipkow’s patterns. He proves, for example, that
uniflcation of linear second-order systems is decidable (Theorem 5.3.1). Unfortunately,
linear refers here to the system, not to terms: a linear second-order system of equations
is of the form ‚xk:Xn(tnm)
?= ‚xk:tn where Xn are distinct and not occurring elsewhere
second-order variables and ‚xk:tnm and ‚xk:tn are patterns. This decidable case does
not cover our needs either.
Comon (1993) describes a second-order language based on context variables (a second-
order language without ‚-abstractions and where second-order variables are restricted
to be unary). Comon also proves a decidability result for the uniflcation problem in this
language and provides a uniflcation algorithm. However, a rather strong condition is
imposed: any occurrence of a free variable F is always applied to the same argument t.
This restriction is also violated in our case: in the rule G(X)[G(Y )¡¡!µ G(X [ Y ), the
second-order variable G is applied to two difierent terms, X and Y . Finally, Schmidt-
Schau… (1995) proves that second-order uniflcation of stratifled terms, in the scope of
context uniflcation is decidable. Here stratifled terms means that the string of second-
order variables on the path from the root of a term to every occurrence of a given variable
is always the same.
Other cases are currently being proposed, but none of them is adequate for the com-
putation of extended critical pairs. The most speciflc uniflcation problem subsuming
ours is the general second-order case studied by Pietrzykowski. However, our particular
case turns up to be attractive as long as it enjoys better properties, as we shall see at
the end of this section. On the other hand, our linear second-order uniflcation problem
generalizes the associative uniflcation (Makanin, 1977) and the monadic second-order
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uniflcation (Farmer, 1988) problems. These uniflcation problems are known to be decid-
able, although such results are not as easy to prove as one may suppose at flrst glance.
Thus, as far as we know, the decidability of our linear second-order ‚-calculus uniflcation
problem is still an open question, and the procedure we give in this section is in general
non-terminating.
We deflne now what we have called the linear second-order uniflcation problem. As we
will see, this is a generalization of the context uniflcation problem where we can have (a
kind of restricted) ‚-abstractions, and free second-order variables are not restricted to
be unary. The main idea is to deflne a second-order calculus where ‚-abstractions always
bind one and only one occurrence of a variable.
The inference rules to deflne well-typed terms t : ¿ are the following ones.
x 2 X¿
x : ¿
c 2 F¿
c : ¿
x : ¿1 t : ¿2
fx occurs once in tg
‚x:t : ¿1 ! ¿2
t : ¿1 ! ¿2 u : ¿1
t(u) : ¿2
We also consider the fl and · equations:
(‚x:t)(u) =fl t[x 7! u]
‚x:t(x) =· t:
Notice that the side condition x 62 FV(t) is not necessary in the ·-rule because if ‚x:t(x)
is well-typed then this condition is ensured. These equations used as rewrite rules:
(‚x:t)(u)!fl t[x 7! u]
t!· ‚x:t(x) if it does not introduce a new fl-redex and x 62 FV(t)
constitute a normalizing rewrite system. Notice that these rules transform linear second-
order ‚-expressions into linear second-order ‚-expressions of the same type. The normal
form of a term t is denoted by t #fl· and has the form ‚x1 : : : xn:a(t1; : : : ; tm) where a
can be either a bound variable, a free variable or a constant, a(t1; : : : ; tm) is a flrst-order
typed term, and t1; : : : ; tm are normalized terms.
Definition 7.1. A linear second-order uniflcation problem is a flnite set of pairs
of linear second-order terms ft1 ?= u1; : : : ; tn ?= ung such that ti and ui have the same
type.
Given a second-order substitution ¾, we say that it is lineal second-order substi-
tution ifi for any X 2 Dom(¾) the term ¾(X) is lineal, and has the same second-order
type as X.
We can prove the following lemmas, which hold in the linear second-order ‚-calculus,
but not in the simply typed second-order ‚-calculus.
Lemma 7.2. For any pair of linear second-order terms t and u, if t =fl· u then FV(t) =
FV(u).
Proof. For the ·-equation it is trivial because FV(‚x:t(x)) = FV(t) n fxg, but since
x 62 FV(t) we have FV(‚x:t(x)) = FV(t). For the fl-equation it is necessary to take linear
terms. Thus, if (‚x:t)(u) is a well-formed linear term then x 2 FV(t). Therefore FV(t[x 7!
u]) =
¡FV(t) n fxg¢ [ FV(u) = FV¡(‚x:t)(u)¢. Notice that if ‚x:t is not linear then it is
possible to have x 62 FV(t) and therefore FV(t[x 7! u]) = FV(t)nfxg 6= FV((‚x:t)(u)). 2
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Lemma 7.3. Given a pair of linear second-order terms t and u, if u is ground (FV(u) =
;), and the linear substitution ¾ satisfles Dom(¾) µ FV(t), and ¾(t) =fl· u, then ¾ is a
ground substitution (i.e. for any variable X 2 Dom(¾), FV(¾(X)) = ;).
Proof. The condition Dom(¾) µ FV(t) ensures that FV(¾(t)) = ¡FV(t) nDom(¾)¢ [S
X2Dom(¾)FV(¾(X )), therefore FV(¾(X)) µ FV(¾(t)) for any X 2 Dom(¾). Now, using
the previous lemma, FV(¾(t)) = FV(u) = ;. Concluding FV(¾(X)) = ; for any X 2
Dom(¾). 2
Thanks to these lemmas we avoid the problems discussed in the previous section. So
the linear second-order typed ‚-calculus is adequate to model our critical pair schemes
as pairs of linear second-order terms.
We describe now a sound and complete procedure to flnd minimum linear second-
order uniflers. In the deflnition of the procedure we use a compact notation based on
sets of indexes and indexed sets of indexes. For any set of indexes P = fp1; : : : ; png,
the expression a(bP ) denotes a(bp1 ; : : : ; bpn), and for any P -indexed set of indexes QP =
fQp1 ; : : : ; Qpng = ffq11 ; : : : ; qm11 g; : : : ; fq1n; : : : ; qmnn gg the expression a
¡
bP (cQP )
¢
denotes
a(bp1(cq11 : : : cqm11 ); : : : ; bpn(cq1n : : : cqmnn )). Notice that capital letters denote a set of in-
dexes whereas lower case letters denote concrete indexes.
We use the notation on transformations introduced by Gallier and Snyder (1990) to
describe uniflcation processes. Any state of the process is represented by a pair hS; ¾i
where S = ft1 ?= u1; : : : ; tn ?= ung is the set of uniflcation problems still to be solved and
¾ is the substitution leading from the initial problem to the actual one. The algorithm is
described by means of transformation rules on states hS; ¾i ) hS0; ¾0i. The initial state
is hS0; Idi. If it can be transformed into a state where the uniflcation problem is empty
hS0; Idi )⁄ h;; ¾i then ¾ is a solution|unifler|of the uniflcation problem S0.
We suppose that the initial state hS0; Idi is in normal form (i.e. any pair of terms
t ?= u 2 S0 have been fl·-normalized and their more externally bounded variables fi-
converted to assign them the same names), and that after applying any transformation
rule the resulting uniflcation problem is also normalized. Therefore, we can suppose that
any pair t ?= u 2 S has the form ‚xN :a(tP ) ?= ‚xN :b(uQ) where a, b may be either a
constant, a bound or a free variable.
Definition 7.4. The transformation rules of the uniflcation procedure have the form:
hft ?= ug [ S; ¾i ) h‰(R [ S); ‰–¾i
where the transformation t ?= u) R and the linear substitution ‰ are deflned by cases as
follows.
On these cases the P and Q indexed sets of indexes fNigi2P and fN 0jgj2Q are deflned
as follows.
Ni
def= fk 2 N j xk 2 FV(ti)g
N 0j
def= fk 2 N j xk 2 FV(uj)g:
(i) Instantiation. If X does not occur free in t then
X ?= t) ;
‰ = [X 7! t]:
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(ii) Equal terms.
t ?= t) ;
‰ = Id:
(iii) Rigid{rigid. If a is a constant or a bound variable, and for any i 2 P we have
Ni = N 0i then
‚xN :a(tP )
?= ‚xN :a(uP ))
S
i2Pf‚xNi :ti ?= ‚xNi :uig
‰ = Id:
(iv) Imitation. If a is a constant, F is a free variable, and
S
j2QRj = P is a Q-indexed
family of disjoint sets of indexes satisfying
S
i2Rj
Ni = N 0j for any j 2 Q then
‚xN :F (tP )
?= ‚xN :a(uQ))
[
j2Q
'
‚xN 0j :Hj(tRj )
?= ‚xN 0j :uj
“
‰ =
£
F 7! ‚yP :a
¡
HQ(yRQ)
¢⁄
where fHjgj2Q are fresh free variables of the appropiate second-order types (which
may be deduced from their context).
(v) Projection. If a is a constant or a bound variable, and F is a free variable with type
F : ¿ ! ¿ , then
‚xN :F (t)
?= ‚xN :a(uQ)) f‚xN :t ?= ‚xN :a(uQ)g
‰ = [F 7! ‚x:x]:
(vi) Flexible{°exible with equal heads. If F is a free variable, and for any i 2 P we
have Ni = N 0i then
‚xN :F (tP )
?= ‚xN :F (uP ))
S
i2Pf‚xNi :ti ?= ‚xNi :uig
‰ = Id:
(vii) Flexible{°exible with distinct heads. If F and G are free variables with F 6= G;
P 0 µ P and Q0 µ Q are two sets of indexes and fQig and fPjg two P 0- and
Q0-indexed families of disjoint sets of indexes satisfyingS
j2Q0Pj [ P 0 = P Ni =
S
j2Qi
N 0j for any i 2 P 0S
i2P 0Qi [Q0 = Q N 0j =
S
i2Pj
Ni for any j 2 Q0
then
‚xN :F (tP )
?= ‚xN :G(uQ))
S
i2P 0f‚xNi :ti ?= ‚xNi :Wi(uQi)g[S
j2Q0f‚xN 0j :Vj(tPj )
?= ‚xN 0j :ujg
‰ =
£
F 7! ‚yP :H
¡
VQ0(yPQ0 ); yP 0
¢⁄£
G 7! ‚zQ:H(zQ0 ;WP 0(zQP 0 )
¢⁄
where H, fWigi2P 0 and fVjgj2Q0 are fresh free variables.
The following theorem states soundness and completeness conditions of the uniflcation
procedure based on the previous transformation rules. The proof of this theorem is out
of the scope of this article and it can be found in Levy (1996).
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Theorem 7.5. (Soundness and Completeness.) Substitution ¾ is a unifler of the
uniflcation problem S if, and only if, there exists a transformation sequence hS; Idi )⁄
h;; ¾i.
Compared with the general procedure (Jensen and Pietrzykowski, 1976), we avoid the
use of the proliflc elimination and iteration rules. These rules always compromise the
termination of Jensen and Pietrzykowski’s procedure. On the contrary, our procedure
always flnishes for a very useful case: if no free variable occurs more than twice in a
uniflcation problem. This fact is related to the termination of the naive string uniflcation
procedure when variables occur at most twice (Schulz, 1991), and is also proved in Levy
(1996).
Theorem 7.6. (Termination.) If no free variable occurs more than twice in a linear
second-order uniflcation problem, then this problem is decidable.
Although the condition of this theorem may seem very restrictive, it is not so. Given
an inclusion, or a critical pair, where a variable occurs more than twice in one of its sides,
we can flnd a set of refutationally equivalent inclusions such that no variable occurs more
than twice in one of its sides. Let us see an example.
fa(F (X); F (Y ); F (Z); F (T )) µ b(X;Y; Z; T; ‚x:F (x))g [Ax is inconsistent
ifi
fa(F (X); F (Y ); G(Z); G(T )) µ equals(‚x:F (x); ‚x:G(x));
equals(‚x:H(x); ‚x:H(x)) µ b(X;Y; Z; T; ‚x:H(x))g [Ax is inconsistent:
Where equals is supposed to be a fresh function symbol. A similar process can be
applied to any number of occurrences of any free variable. The details of such transfor-
mations are left for further work.
8. The Critical Pair Lemma for Second-Order Bi-rewrite Systems
Second-order bi-rewrite rules are deflned, as usual, as pairs of linear second-order terms.
However, we have to impose two restrictions to second-order bi-rewrite systems.
Definition 8.1. Given two sets of second-order bi-rewrite rules Rµ and R¶, we say
that hRµ; R¶i is a second-order bi-rewrite system if any rule l¡¡!µ r in Rµ and
any rule l¡¡!¶ r in R¶ satisfles FV(r) µ FV(l) and l and r have the same flrst-order
type.
The flrst restriction is imposed to avoid the inflnitely branching problem. The second
restriction is required to avoid the introduction of free variables with type order higher
than two during the completion process, as it will be motivated later.
Rewrite relations are deflned as usual.
Definition 8.2. We say that s rewrites to t using the set of bi-rewrite rules R, noted
s¡¡!R t, if there exists an occurrence p in s, a rule l¡¡! r 2 R, and a linear second-order
substitution ¾ such that sjp =fl· ¾(l) and t = s[¾(r)]pjfl·.
We can then prove the following result.
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Lemma 8.3. For any second-order bi-rewrite system we have:
(i) If the terms s and t satisfy s¡¡!R t, then FV(t) µ FV(s).
(ii) For any term s there are flnitely many terms t such that s¡¡!R t.
Proof.
(i) If s¡¡!R t then there exists a context u[ ]p, a rule l¡¡! r 2 R and a substitution ¾
such that s =fl· u[¾(l)]p and t = u[¾(r)]pjfl·. Relation =fl· preserves free variables
in linear second-order ‚-calculus (Lemma 7.2), therefore we only need to prove
FV(¾(r)) µ FV(¾(l)). This may be concluded from FV(¾(s)) = (FV(s) n Dom(¾))[
FV(¾) and FV(r) µ FV(l) which holds for any rule l¡¡! r.
(ii) We can apply flnitely many rules l¡¡! r on flnitely many difierent positions p of a
term s to rewrite it. We only have to consider substitutions ¾ satisfying Dom(¾) µ
FV(r) in order to instantiate r. Now, if FV(r) µ FV(l), we only obtain flnitely
many substitutions ¾ satisfying sjp =fl· ¾(l) and Dom(¾) µ FV(r) µ FV(l). By
Lemma 7.3 these substitutions instantiate any variable of FV(r), therefore any rule,
position and substitution determine completely a term t = s[¾(r)]pjfl·, thus we will
obtain flnitely many of them.
2
It means that no new variables are introduced during the rewrite process and it guar-
antees that the rewrite relation is flnitely branching and, therefore any terminating bi-
rewrite system is quasi-terminating.
The use of second-order terms simplifles the deflnition of critical pairs.
Definition 8.4. Let l¡¡!µ r in Rµ and s¡¡!¶ t in R¶ be two second-order bi-rewrite
rules (with distinct free variables). If ¾ belongs to the set of minimum linear second-
order uniflers of l and F (s), being F a fresh free variable, then
¾(F (t)) µ ¾(r)
is a (second-order) critical pair. Similarly for critical pairs between R¶ and Rµ .
Nipkow (1991) could not deflne critical pairs in this way because F (s) violates his
deflnition of pattern. In our case, we have to take into account that the variable F in
l ?= F (s) has to be second-order typed, therefore we have to require all rewrite rules to
be flrst-order typed. If this condition is satisfled, then ¾(r) and ¾(F (t)) will also be flrst-
order typed, and if we have to introduce ¾(F (t))¡¡!µ ¾(r) or ¾(r)¡¡!¶ ¾(F (t)) as new
rewrite rules during the completion process, they will also be flrst-order typed. Moreover,
if l and r have the same type, as well as s and t, then F (t) and r will also have the same
type.
We can then prove the following critical pair lemma.
Theorem 8.5. A terminating second-order bi-rewrite system hRµ ; R¶i is Church{Rosser
if all the second-order critical pairs are bi-con°uent.
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Proof. The most general way in which two expressions l and s (the left part of two rules)
can overlap is given by ¾(F (s)) µ ¾(l). All these pairs are captured by the deflnition of
second-order critical pair, from this and from the fact that when the two left parts of
the rules do not overlap, the resulting pair is always bi-con°uent, we can conclude that
the system is locally bi-con°uent ifi all second-order critical pairs are bi-con°uent. The
Church{Rosser property is proved by noetherian induction in the usual way. 2
As we have already said, the conditions for the termination of second-order bi-rewrite
systems are not considered in this article. The decidability of the linear second-order
uniflcation problem when a free variable occurs more than twice also remains an open
question, and it seems to be not easy to answer. These two issues are left as further
research work.
9. An Example: Towards a Second-Order Completion Procedure
To conclude, we illustrate the use of a second-order completion method by means of
the same example of Section 4. The commutativity and associativity properties of the
union operator make it necessary to consider bi-rewriting modulo a set of inclusions.
This theory was developed in Section 3 for flrst-order bi-rewrite systems, and it will
not be considered in detail in this example. We shall use a set of non-oriented rules I,
and we shall suppose that the second-order uniflcation algorithm can be extended to
second-order uniflcation modulo commutativity and associativity. We also have to notice
that this example has been completed by hand (for the moment the uniflcation and the
completion procedures have not been implemented), therefore it is quite possible that it
contains some errors.
We take the following rules as initial rules
r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
rext1 : X [X [ Y ¡¡!µ X [ Y
r2 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
and we use linear second-order uniflcation modulo commutativity and associativity of
the union operator.
We can generate an extended critical pair unifying the left part of the rule r2 with a
subexpression of the left part of the rule r1. The solutions ¾ of the uniflcation problem
F (X[Y ) ?= Z[Z are used to compute the critical pair ¾(F (X)) µ ¾(Z). This uniflcation
problem has two minimum uniflers (up to [ associativity and commutativity):
¾ = [F 7! ‚x:x][X 7! Z][Y 7! Z]
¾ = [F 7! ‚x:G(x) [G(X [ Y )][Z 7! G(X [ Y )]:
These two uniflers generate two critical pairs. The flrst one is bi-con°uent. The second
one makes it necessary to introduce the following rule, which has been oriented using a
reduction ordering.
r3 : G(X) [G(X [ Y )¡¡!µ G(X [ Y ):
This rule generates new critical pairs with r2 (the only rule belonging to R¶) which
makes it necessary to introduce more rules. One of them is the following one, which
subsumes r3.
r4 : G(X) [G(Y )¡¡!µ G(X [ Y ):
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Contrary to the previous case, the orientation of the rule r4 is not so clear, but we do
not consider the problem of orienting second-order rules in this article.
Rule r4 is not left-linear, thus it generates new critical pairs with r2. The expressions
G(X 0)[G(Y 0), and F (X[Y ) unify by [F 7! ‚x:H(x;X 0)[H(X[Y; Y 0)][G 7! ‚x:H(X[
Y; x)] and make it necessary to introduce the following rule.
r5 : H(X;X 0) [H(X [ Y; Y 0)¡¡!µ H(X [ Y;X 0 [ Y 0):
This rule generates a new critical pair with r2 which is made bi-con°uent introducing
the following rule, which subsumes r5.
r6 : H(X;X 0) [H(Y; Y 0)¡¡!µ H(X [ Y;X 0 [ Y 0):
Repeating this process we obtain a canonical but inflnite bi-rewrite system composed
of the initial set of rules plus the following inflnite set of rules.
rn7 : H(X1; : : : ; Xn) [H(Y1; : : : ; Yn)¡¡!µ H(X1 [ Y1; : : : ; Xn [ Yn) For any n 2 N
The reader is invited to carry out the corresponding completion process when rule r4 is
oriented in the opposite direction. In this case the resulting canonical bi-rewrite system
is also inflnite.
A solution to prevent the non-termination of this completion process is to use fl-
reduction explicitly. We use now three symbols in the signature:
[ : ¿ ! ¿ ! ¿
lambda : (¿ ! ¿)! ¿
apply : ¿ ! ¿ ! ¿
and the following initial set of rules:
r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
rext1 : X [X [ Y ¡¡!µ X [ Y r3 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
r2 : apply(lambda(F ); X)¡¡!µ F (X) r4 : apply(lambda(F ); X)¡¡!¶ F (X):
All standard critical pairs of this system are bi-con°uent, thus we have to concentrate
our attention on two cases, the critical pairs obtained by overlapping the repeated variable
of rule r1 (or of rule rext1 ) with the left part of rule r3 in the flrst case and with r4 in the
second case. In the second case, as far as the rule r4 also appears in the other rewrite
system (as rule r2), all extended critical pairs generated by it will be trivially bi-con°uent.
Therefore, we only have to consider the extended critical pair generated by r1 and r3,
i.e.:
r5 : F (X) [ F (X [ Y )¡¡!µ F (X [ Y ):
As we know, this rule generates a new rule r6 which properly oriented subsumes r5.
r6 : F (X) [ F (Y )¡¡!µ F (X [ Y ):
This rule is non-left-linear and may initiate an inflnite sequence of non-con°uent critical
pairs, as we have seen. However, it also generates a standard critical pair with r4. It is
interesting to see that, using second-order bi-rewrite systems, we can generate standard
critical pairs between rules not sharing any symbol of the signature. The reader can flgure
out that the same happens in dealing with equational second-order rewrite systems.
Let’s concentrate our attention on this standard critical pair. It is obtained unifying
H(apply(lambda(F ); X)) and G(Y ) [G(Z) using:
¾ = [H 7! ‚x:H1(x) [H1(apply(Z;X))][G 7! ‚x:H 0(apply(x;X))][Y 7! lambda(F )]:
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The resulting rule is:
r7 : H1(F (X)) [H1(apply(Z;X))¡¡!µ H1(apply(lambda(F ) [ Z;X)):
This rule generates a new critical pair with r4 which introduces r8, and r8 a critical pair
with r3 which introduces r9, and flnally r9 a critical pair with r3 which introduces r10.
r8 : H1(F (X)) [H1(G(X))¡¡!µ H1(apply(lambda(F ) [ lambda(G); X))
r9 : H1(F (H2(X))) [H1(G(H2(X [ Y ))¡¡!µ H1(apply(lambda(F ) [ lambda(G);
H2(X [ Y )))
r10 :H1(F (H2(X))) [H1(G(H2(Y )))¡¡!µ H1(apply(lambda(F ) [ lambda(G);
H2(X [ Y ))):
It is easy to see that we only need the instance of r10 obtained by [H1 7! ‚x:x][H2 7!
‚x:x] to subsume rule r5 and to make bi-con°uent all critical pairs obtained from it.
r010 : F (X) [G(Y )¡¡!µ apply(lambda(F ) [ lambda(G); X [ Y ):
However, this rule generates new critical pairs with r4 which introduce the following
rules.
r11 : F (G(X)) [H(Y )¡¡!µ apply(lambda(‚x:F (apply(x;X))) [ lambda(H);
lambda(G) [ Y )
r12 : F (G(X)) [H(I(Y ))¡¡!µ
¡¡!µ apply(lambda(‚x:F (apply(x;X))) [ lambda(‚x:H(apply(x; Y )));
lambda(G) [ lambda(I)):
Rule r12 concludes the completion process which results in a flnite canonical bi-rewrite
system shown in Figure 4.
10. Related Work
In the context of automated theorem proving, resolution is not very efiective in deal-
ing with transitive relations. Special techniques have been devised for such relations,
Rµ =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
r1 : X [X ¡¡!µ X
r2 : apply(lambda(‚x:F (x)); X)¡¡!µ F (X)
r10 : F (X) [G(Y )¡¡!µ apply(lambda(‚x:F (x)) [ lambda(‚x:G(x)); X [ Y )
r11 : F (G(X)) [H(Y )¡¡!µ
¡¡!µ apply(lambda(‚x:F (apply(x;X))) [ lambda(H); lambda(G) [ Y )
r12 : F (G(X)) [H(I(Y ))¡¡!µ
¡¡!µ apply(lambda(‚x:F (apply(x;X))) [ lambda(‚x:H(apply(x; Y )));
lambda(G) [ lambda(I))
R¶ =
‰
r3 : X [ Y ¡¡!¶ X
r4 : apply(lambda(‚x:F (x)); X)¡¡!¶ F (X)
I =
‰
X [ Y ¡ˆ¡!µ Y [X
(X [ Y ) [ Z ¡ˆ¡!µ X [ (Y [ Z)
Figure 4. A presumably canonical higher-order bi-rewrite system for the inclusion theory of the union
with fl-reduction.
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specially for equivalence relations which have attracted most of the attention. Slagle
(1972) was the flrst to encode resolution with the transitivity axiom in a chaining system
with paramodulation (Robinson and Wos, 1969) for theories with equality, orders and
sets. Chaining into variables, which is needed for completeness, is too proliflc, like our
extended critical pairs or like variable instance pairs in Bachmair et al. (1986). For special
order theories this problem can be avoided. For dense total orderings without endpoints,
Bledsoe and Hines (1980) proposed techniques for eliminating certain occurrences of vari-
ables from formulas. Bledsoe et al. (1985) and Hines (1992) gave completeness results
for these restricted chaining systems. Monotonicity or anti-monotonicity of functions
with respect to special (transitive) relations led Manna and Waldinger (1986) to propose
subterm chaining methods for general clauses but the proposed calculus was shown to
be incomplete (Manna and Waldinger, 1992). In Levy and Agust¶‡ (1993) we were the
flrst to apply rewrite techniques to non-symmetric and monotonic relations by means
of bi-rewrite systems. Bachmair and Ganzinger (1993b) used the idea of bi-rewriting to
give a refutationally complete inference system of ordered chaining for general clauses
and general transitive relations. They studied the particular case of dense total orderings
using this technique in Bachmair and Ganzinger (1993a).
11. Conclusions and Further Work
We have shown the adequacy of using a pair of rewrite systems and a bi-directional
search procedure to automate the deduction with monotonic inclusions. As in the equa-
tional case, a soundness, completeness and decidability theorem can be stated. However,
in this case, it is based on an extended deflnition of critical pair which includes schemes of
critical pairs. It means that, if we want to use a kind of Knuth{Bendix completion algo-
rithm, then we have to face the problem of working with schemes of rules. We undertake
this problem by means of second-order rules. The use of higher-order terms in rewrite
systems introduces some problems. Because of that, there is not a unique proposal for
higher-order rewriting in the literature. We have discussed some of them and we have
also proposed a deflnition of second-order bi-rewrite systems based on the use of the
linear second-order typed ‚-calculus. This proposal can also be seen as a new notion of
higher-order rewrite systems. We have described a new sound and complete second-order
uniflcation procedure for such restricted second-order language. This procedure avoids
the use of the iteration and elimination transformation rules of the general second-order
uniflcation procedure described by Jensen and Pietrzykowski. These transformation rules,
in the general case, always make the procedure non-terminating. Unfortunately, the de-
cidability of our uniflcation problem when a free variable occurs more than twice is still
an open question and the termination of the procedure we have described is not guar-
anteed in such case. However, we have shown that a transformation eliminating such
multiple occurrences of free variables may be applied. Another problem left open for
future research is the termination of second-order bi-rewrite systems and the search of
well-founded orderings on these linear second-order terms.
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